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1. Zusammenfassung und Wissenschaftlicher Erkenntnisgewinn 

Die Anzahl an Krebsdiagnosen weltweit steigt stetig und Wissenschaftler verschiedener Disziplinen sind 

dadurch gefordert, innovative, effiziente und patientenfreundliche Therapien zu entwickeln. Unter 

anderem erwiesen sich Antikörper-Wirkstoff-Konjugate (ADCs) als eine vielversprechende Strategie zur 

Behandlung von Krebs, welche durch die Konjugation von potenten, organischen Molekülen an tumour-

spezifische Immunglobuline generiert werden. In den letzten Jahrzehnten wurde eine Vielzahl 

chemischer und enzymatischer Methoden entwickelt, um die präzise Modifikation von Antikörpern zu 

ermöglichen. Das Enzym mikrobielle Transglutaminase (mTG) aus Streptomyces mobaraensis, welches 

natürlicherweise Isopeptidbindungen zwischen Glutamin- und Lysinseitenketten bildet, wurde unlängst 

für die Erzeugung von ADCs verwendet. Leider können natürlich vorkommende Aminosäuren humaner 

Antikörpern jedoch nicht mittels mTG-adressiert werden. Diese Einschränkung kann umgangen werden 

indem entweder peptidische Erkennungssequenzen auf genetischer Ebene in die natürliche Sequenz des 

Antikörpers eingefügt werden oder die Zuckerseitenkette der CH2-Domäne entfernt wird, wodurch 

Gln295 als Markierungsstelle verfügbar wird. Diese Arbeit beschäftigt sich mit der Optimierung der 

mTG-vermittelten Katalyse für die effiziente und schnelle Erzeugung von ADCs, wobei sowohl das 

eingesetzte Enzym als, auch der adressierte Antikörper modifiziert werden. Zu diesem Zweck wurden 

drei verschiedene Studien durchgeführt: 

(1) Mikrobielle Transglutaminase ist ein nützliches Werkzeug für die Vernetzung unterschiedlichster 

Zielmoleküle, da es stabile Isopeptidbindungen zwischen Glutaminresten und primären Aminen bilden 

kann. Ein Zugang zu maßgeschneiderten Transglutaminasen wäre jedoch wünschenswert, da die bis 

heute nicht vollständig verstandene Substratspezifität des Enzymes zu heterogener Produktbildung 

führen kann. Dieser Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit konzentriert sich auf die Entwicklung eines Verfahrens 

zur Optimierung von mTG mittels Hefeoberflächendisplay (YSD) und fluoreszenzaktivierter 

Zellsortierung (FACS), um Varianten mit erhöhter Aktivität und veränderter Substratspezifität aus einem 

großen Spektrum zufallsmäßig generierter Mutanten, zu identifizieren. Aufgrund seiner intrazellulären 

Toxizität wurde mTG als inaktives Zymogen auf der Oberfläche von Saccharomyces cerevisiae Zellen 

präsentiert, welches anschließend durch Zugabe unterschiedlicher Proteasen in das reife Enzym 

umgewandelt wurde. Nach Zugabe des biotinylierten Glutamin-Donor-Peptids LLQG, katalysiert das 

oberflächenverankerte Enzym die Transamidierung des supplementierten Substrats an räumlich 

verfügbaren Lysinresten und ermöglicht so die Identifizierung aktiver Varianten aus einer Mischung mit 

inaktiven Varianten. Anschließend wurde eine randomisierte Bibliothek mit 3×108 verschiedenen 

Mutanten erzeugt. Nach fünf Runden FACS-Durchmusterung gegen das Substrat Biotin-GSGLLQG 

wurden 150 einzelne Klone auf der Oberfläche von Hefezellen analysiert und mit dem Wildtyp-Enzym 

verglichen. Nach rekombinanter Expression zeigten sechs Mutanten einen verbesserten Umsatz des 
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entsprechenden Peptids in einem HPLC-basierten Assay. Des Weiteren, markierte die dreifach Mutante 

R5.2 (S2G/R15C/M234L) den therapeutischen Antikörper Trastuzumab, welcher eine LLQG 

Erkennungssequenz trug, effizienter als die Wildtyp-Referenz. Durch optimierte Transglutaminasen mit 

erhöhter katalytischer Leistung könnten die Kopplungseffizienz und die Ausbeuten bei der 

ortsspezifischen Konstruktion von Antikörper-Wirkstoff-Konjugaten verbessert und dadurch deren 

Produktionskosten gesenkt werden. 

(2) Neben der Optimierung des verwendeten Enzyms kann ebenfalls die genetisch inkorporierte mTG-

Erkennungssequenz verbessert werden, um eine effizientere Katalyse zu erreichen. Die Reaktivität des 

Enzyms wird durch die Ladung und die Polarität der Aminosäuren, die das adressierte Glutamin 

umgeben, sowie der räumlichen Anordnung dieser Sequenz innerhalb des Zielproteins, beeinflusst. In 

früheren Arbeiten konnten Siegmund und Kollegen zeigen, dass natürliche Glutamin-Donor-Stellen 

intrinsischer mTG-Substrate nachgeahmt werden können um die Modifikation von therapeutischen 

Antikörpern mittels mTG zu ermöglichen. In diesem Teil der vorliegenden kumulativen Arbeit sollen 

Erkennungssequenzen, die die effiziente Markierung von Antikörpern ermöglichen, von den 

intrinsischen mTG-Substraten Dispase-Autolyse-induzierendes Protein (DAIP) und Streptomyces-

Papain-Inhibitor (SPIP) abgeleitet werden. Zu diesem Zweck wurden Sequenzen, die vom Gln6 des SPIP, 

sowie von Gln39 und Gln298 des DAIP abstammen, mittels mikrowellenunterstützter Fmoc-

Festphasenpeptidsynthese (SPPS) als Oligopeptide synthetisiert, und ihre Umsetzung durch mTG mit 

verschiedenen Linkersubstraten bestimmt. Nach der C-terminalen Fusion der jeweiligen Sequenzen an 

die schwere Kette des HER2-targetierenden Antikörpers Trastuzumab, wurde die mTG-vermittelte 

Modifikation der resultierenden Konstrukte mit dem Modellsubstrat N-(Biotinyl) Cadaverin (MBC) 

untersucht. Die von SPIP abgeleitete Sequenz DIPIGQGMTG (SPI7G) zeigte in vorhergegangenen 

Experimenten eine hohe Reaktivität und wurde aufgrund dessen für die Erzeugung eines ADC durch 

chemo-enzymatische zweischritt-Synthese, ausgewählt. Die C-terminal modifizierten Antikörper wurden 

in einer zeitlich stark begrenzen Reaktion mittels mTG mit N-[(1R,8S,9s)-bicyclo[6.1.0]non-4-in-9-

ylmethyloxycarbonyl]-1,8-diamino-3,6-dioxaoctan (NH2-PEG2-BCN) modifiziert. Anschließend wurden 

die BCN-modifizierten Antikörper mittels SPAAC (strain-promoted alkine-azide cycloaddition) mit dem 

zytotoxischen Wirkstoff Monomethylauristatin E (MMAE) ausgerüstet, um das Wachstum HER2-

überexprimierender Brustkrebszellen selektiv zu hemmen. Aufgrund der verbesserten 

Markierungseffizienz, war ein ADC der ausgehend von der neu identifizierten Sequenz SPI7G 

zusammengesetzter wurde, wesentlich wirksamer gegen HER2-positive SKBR3-Zellen als eine Referenz 

mit dem herkömmlichen LLQG-Motiv. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass intrinsische mTG-Substrate 

einfach als Quelle für potente Erkennungssequenzen genutzt werden können. Innerhalb einer stark 

eingeschränkten Reaktionszeit von 1 h, wurde die neue Sequenz SPI7G am C-Terminus der schweren 

Kette von Trastuzumab, fünffach effizienter mit dem Molekül NH2-PEG2-BCN modifiziert als der LLQG-
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markierte Referenzantikörper. Für die mTG-vermittelte Erzeugung von ADCs werden typischerweise 

Reaktionszeiten von >16 h angewandt wobei es zu unerwünschten Schädigungen durch lange 

thermische Belastung, und somit Verringerung der Ausbeute kommen kann. Eine verkürzte 

Reaktionszeit, die durch effizientere Erkennungssequenzen ermöglicht wird, könnte diese Gefahr 

minimieren und somit den gesamten Prozess der mTG-vermittelten ADC Generierung verbessern. 

(3) Der Einbau von spezifischen mTG-Erkennungssequenzen in das Grundgerüst von Antikörpern ist 

eine bewährte Methode für deren Markierung mit unterschiedlichen Zielmolekülen. Längere Sequenzen 

können jedoch die intrinsische Stabilität des Antikörpers beeinträchtigen und eine Immunantwort des 

Patienten während der Behandlung auslösen. In diesem Teil der vorliegenden kumulativen Arbeit 

wurden verschiedene Positionen eines humanen IgG Fc (fragment crystallisable) untersucht um 

Positionen zu identifizieren, die nach Austausch gegen Glutamin eine Markierung mittels mTG 

ermöglichen. Durch den Austausch einer einzelnen Aminosäure soll das potenzielle Risiko von 

Immunogenität und Instabilität im Vergleich zu langen Erkennungssequenzen, verringert werden. Zuerst 

wurde eine einfache Strategie für die rekombinante Expression des Antikörper Fc in E. coli-Zellen 

etabliert. Das Fragment wurde in ausreichenden Mengen durch Ni2+-Affinitätschromatographie gereinigt 

und mittels nichtreduzierender SDS-PAGE, Thermal Shift Assays und Flüssigchromatographie-

gekoppelter Massenspektrometrie hinsichtlich seiner strukturellen Integrität untersucht. Mithilfe von 

ortsgerichteter Mutagenese wurden Glutamin-Austausche innerhalb des Fc eingeführt und deren 

Markierung durch mTG in einem Fluoreszenz-basierten Assay untersucht. Von den 30 untersuchten 

Positionen wurden zwei Varianten (I253Q und Y296Q) mit einem fluoreszierenden Amin-Substrat durch 

mTG markiert. Diese vielversprechenden Ergebnisse müssen im Kontext eines vollständigen Antikörpers 

bestätigt werden, um ihren Nutzen für die mTG-vermittelte Konstruktion von ADCs zu belegen. 
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2. Scientific Novelty and Significance 

The growing number of malignant cancer cases worldwide is an enormous threat for modern society. 

Therefore, the efforts of scientists from various research fields are focused on the development of 

efficient and viable therapeutic approaches. Recently, site-specific conjugation of highly potent organic 

compounds to tumour-binding immunoglobulins towards antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) emerged as 

a promising strategy for the treatment of cancer. To allow for the precise modification of antibodies, 

multiple chemical and enzymatic methodologies have been developed within the last decades. Among 

them, application of microbial transglutaminase (mTG) from Streptomyces mobaraensis represents a 

promising approach. This enzyme that natively catalyses formation of isopeptide bonds between 

glutamine and lysine side chains, has been recently used for the assembly of ADCs. Although native 

residues within human antibodies cannot be employed in mTG catalysis, incorporation of reactive 

peptidyl linker sequences or truncation of the CH2 glycan to expose Gln295 were shown to overcome 

this limitation. In the present work, we focused on improving the performance of mTG catalysis towards 

efficient and rapid generation of ADCs by engineering both the enzyme and the targeted 

immunoglobulin. To that end, three independent studies were conducted: 

(1) Microbial transglutaminase is a useful tool for the crosslinking of diverse molecules due to its ability 

to form stable isopeptide bonds between proteinaceous glutamine residues and primary amines. 

However, tailoring of transglutaminase is desired because the substrate indiscrimination of mTG can 

lead to heterogeneous product formation. In this part of my thesis, we aimed at the development of a 

molecular platform for the engineering of transglutaminase towards altered activity and selectivity by 

yeast surface display (YSD) in combination with fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Due to its 

intracellular cytotoxicity, mTG was displayed on the surface of Saccharomyces cerevisiae cells as an 

inactive zymogen. The precursor was converted into the mature enzyme by the addition of different 

proteases and a biotinylated glutamine-donor peptide LLQG was added. The surface-anchored enzyme 

catalyses the respective transamidation of the supplemented substrate at available lysine residues, thus 

enabling the identification of active variants. We demonstrated that genotype-phenotype correlation is 

provided and constructed a randomised library comprising 3×108 different mutants. After five rounds 

of FACS-screening against biotin-GSGLLQG, 150 individual clones were analysed on the surface of yeast 

cells and compared to the wildtype enzyme. Upon recombinant expression, six mutants revealed 

improved consumption of the corresponding peptide in an HPLC-controlled assay and a triple mutant 

R5.2 (S2G/R15C/M234L) labelled LLQG-tagged therapeutic antibody trastuzumab more efficiently 

compared to the wildtype counterpart. Site-specific conjugation mediated by mutant transglutaminases 

with elevated catalytic performance might improve coupling efficiency and increase yields upon the 

construction of antibody-drug conjugates.  
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(2) In addition to enzyme optimization, improvement of catalytic efficiency can be achieved upon 

engineering of the genetically incorporated mTG recognition sequence. The reactivity of the enzyme is 

influenced by charge and polarity of the amino acids surrounding the addressed glutamine as well as by 

the spatial arrangement of the targeted protein. In previous work, Siegmund et al. demonstrated that 

mimicking glutamine-donor sites of natural mTG substrates is a fruitful approach to yield peptidyl-linker 

sequences, which mediate proper modification by the enzyme. We aimed at the identification of novel 

recognition sequences derived from intrinsic mTG substrates dispase-autolysis inducing protein (DAIP) 

and Streptomyces papain inhibitor (SPIP) towards efficient modification of therapeutic antibodies. To 

that end, sequences derived from Gln6 of SPIP as well as Gln39 and Gln298 of DAIP were synthesized as 

oligopeptides by microwave-assisted Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) and their reactivity in 

mTG-mediated conjugation of different linker substrates was determined. Upon C-terminal fusion of the 

respective sequences to the heavy chain of HER2-targeting antibody trastuzumab, mTG-promoted 

modification of the resulting constructs with model substrate N-(biotinyl)cadaverine (MBC) was 

investigated. Having demonstrated high reactivity in preliminary experiments, SPIP-derived sequence 

DIPIGQGMTG (SPI7G) was chosen for the assembly of an ADC in a twostep chemo-enzymatic approach. 

Engineered antibodies were labelled with N-[(1R,8S,9s)-bicyclo[6.1.0]non-4-yn-9-

ylmethyloxycarbonyl]-1,8-diamino-3,6-dioxaoctane (NH2-PEG2-BCN) by mTG within a drastically 

shortened reaction time. Subsequently, BCN-modified monoclonal antibodies (mAb) were armed with 

the cytotoxic agent monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) for selective growth inhibition of HER2-

overexpressing breast cancer cells by strain-promoted alkyne-azide cycloaddition (SPAAC). Due to the 

superior labelling efficiency, an ADC assembled from the newly identified sequence SPI7G was 

significantly more potent on HER2-positive SKBR3-cells compared to a conventional LLQG-motif. We 

were able to show that intrinsic mTG substrates can be rapidly harnessed as a source of potent 

bioconjugation tags. Within a short reaction time of 1 h, a novel sequence SPI7G outperformed the 

conventional tag LLQG when located at the C-terminus of the heavy chain of trastuzumab. Such a short 

reaction time minimizes the risk of yield-limiting protein denaturation that often occurs during 

commonly applied overnight reactions. 

(3) Incorporation of specific mTG recognition tags into the framework of antibodies proved to be a 

powerful approach for their labelling. However, longer sequences may interfere with the antibody’s 

intrinsic stability and trigger the patient’s immune response during treatment. We investigated different 

positions of a human IgG Fc (fragment crystallisable) to identify sites that allow for mTG-mediated 

labelling upon single residue substitution to reduce undesired immunogenicity and instability risks. In a 

first step, a straightforward strategy for the recombinant expression of the Fc in E. coli cells was 

established. The fragment was purified by Ni2+-affinity chromatography in sufficient yields and analysed 

by non-reducing SDS-PAGE, thermal shift assays and liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-
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MS) regarding dimeric assembly and native disulfide formation. Site-directed mutagenesis was used to 

specifically introduce glutamine substitutions within the Fc and the mutants were screened for labelling 

by mTG in a rapid fluorescent assay. Out of 30 analysed positions, two mutations, namely I253Q and 

Y296Q were efficiently labelled with a fluorescent amine substrate by mTG. These promising results 

need to be further confirmed in the context of a full-length antibody to study their usefulness for the 

mTG-mediated construction of ADCs. 
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 - Verfassen des Manuskripts und Anfertigung von darin enthaltenen Abbildungen. 

Der Anteil von Lukas Deweid an genanntem Projekt belief sich auf insgesamt 30% für die 

durchgeführten Experimente und die Beteiligung an der schriftlichen Ausarbeitung des 

Manuskripts. Der Beitrag von A. Ebenig und N. E. Juettner als Co-Autoren belief sich ebenfalls auf 30%. 

Die verbleibenden 10% verteilen sich auf O. Avrutina, H.-L. Fuchsbauer und H. Kolmar für die 

Koordination des Projekts sowie kritisches Lesen und korrigieren des Manuskripts. 

 

6) Deweid L, Parisien A, Bitsch S, Lafontaine K, Sagamanova I, Charette A, Kolmar H and Pelletier J 

(2020) Glutamine Scanning Towards Transglutaminase-Mediated Modification of an Antibody Fragment 

Crystallisable. Manuscript prepared but submission postponed. 

Beiträge von Lukas Deweid 

 - Initiation der internationalen Kooperation zwischen den Arbeitsgruppen Prof. J. Pelletier 

 (Université de Montréal) und Prof. H. Kolmar (TU Darmstadt) sowie Organisation und 

 Durchführung des informationellen und personellen Austausches zwischen den Instituten. 

 - Projektplanung zusammen mit J. Pelletier und H. Kolmar. 

 - Durchführung der initialen Experimente 

 - Schriftliche Ausarbeitung des Manuskripts und Anfertigung aller darin enthaltenen 

 Abbildungen. 
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Der Anteil von Lukas Deweid an genanntem Projekt belief sich auf insgesamt 70%. Die 

verbleibenden 30% verteilen sich auf A. Parisien, S. Bitsch, K. Lafontaine und I. Sagamanova für ihre 

Unterstützung bei der Durchführung der Experimente, sowie A. Charette, J. Pelletier und H. Kolmar für 

die Koordination des Projekts und das kritische Lesen des Manuskripts. Die im Manuskript dargelegten 

Daten stellen einen signifikanten Erkenntnisgewinn gegenüber konventionellen Methoden zur 

Transglutamianse-vermittelten Modifikation von humanen Antikörpern dar. Von einer Veröffentlichung 

selbiger wurde jedoch bisher abgesehen, um in folgenden Experimenten wissenschaftlich hochwertigere 

Daten zu generieren. Zusätzlich soll dabei die Beziehung zwischen den Arbeitsgruppen Pelletier und 

Kolmar durch weiteren personellen Austausch gefestigt werden. Eine Veröffentlichung erfolgt nicht vor 

Einreichung der vorliegenden Thesis.  
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4. Introduction 

The vast majority of human cells are constantly dividing to induce tissue growth and prevent age-

dependent malfunction. Though all cells - with only few exceptions - carry identical copies of the 

genome, their lifespan varies from days to years, depending on the function of the respective cell. While 

fat cells, adipocytes, for instance last approximately 10 years,1, 2 enterocytes of the small intestine renew 

themselves every 3-4 days.3 This simplified example demonstrates that cell division is a very tightly 

regulated process, which comprises numerous genetic and physiological parameters. If a normal gene 

that is involved in differentiation- or growth-regulating pathways (proto-oncogene) is damaged by a 

mutagenic agent, it might become tumourigenic and promote unregulated proliferation (oncogene).4 A 

single cell repairs on average ~20,000 potentially mutagenic DNA damages (hydrolysis, oxidation and 

methylation) plus 100,000 – 1,000,000 polymerase-induced replication errors per day.5 Overburden of 

this highly-efficient machinery can result in unregulated cell division and upregulated tissue growth, 

having drastic effects on the entire organism. Abnormal cell division is a symptom shared by all subtypes 

of cancer; the corresponding genotypes can be however diverse since multiple genes are involved in 

growth regulation. Moreover, phenotypes of tumour cells often vary between subclasses. Consequently, 

the term “cancer” should be seen as a kind of headline that summarizes different diseases with multiple 

causes rather than a solitaire illness with a defined pattern of symptoms. To date, approximately 800 

varying subtypes of cancer that differ in genotype, phenotype and the location of the affected organ are 

assumed.6 One can easily imagine that the treatment of such a plethora of diseases by a single agent that 

spares healthy cells, like in the concept of “magic bullet” by Paul Ehrlich, is illusive.7 Nevertheless, the 

modern research does not dissuade itself from envisioning fruitful approaches to provide access to more 

effective and patient-friendly therapeutic options. 

4.1. Cancer – an Overview 

The history of cancer dates back to prehistoric times when dinosaurs have populated the planet. Benign 

tumours could be detected in different samples of the family Hadrosauridae as well as malignant tumours 

in Edmontosaurus, a species of the same family that has lived approximately 70 million years ago.8 The 

oldest written documentation of cancer in humans is presented in ancient Egyptian papyri (Edwin Smith 

and Georg Ebers papyri) from 1500 – 1600 BC. These transcripts are based on records from the 27th 

century BC and describe primeval methods of treatment, including what is believed to be the first 

mentioning of breast cancer.9 Though roughly 4,700 years have passed since that time, curing cancer 

still remains a demanding challenge for physicians, oncologists and biologists around the globe. In 2018, 

approximately 18.1 million new patients worldwide were diagnosed with cancer while 9.6 million 

cancer-related deaths were registered and recent studies estimate that ~600,000 US citizens are about 
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to pass away as a result of cancer in 2019.10, 11 In men, 14.5% of 9.5 million new cases are lung cancer, 

followed by prostate (13.5%) and colorectal tumours (10.9%). In women, the most frequently affected 

organs are breasts, colorectum and lungs comprising 24.2%, 9.5% and 8.4% of 8.6 million new cases, 

respectively. Global incidence numbers are constantly rising (Figure 1) and the reasons therefore are 

diverse but include aging and growth of the population, an increasingly unhealthy lifestyle of tobacco 

and alcohol abuse, physical inactivity, obesity and poor diet, as well as incautious reproduction pattern 

that promote viral infections.10, 12 Regardless, survival rates are improving as a consequence of gained 

knowledge of cancer mechanisms, awareness and elucidation campaigns, progress in diagnosis and 

constant development of novel therapeutic options.13-15  

 

Figure 1: Estimated numbers of new cases und cancer-related deaths worldwide according to the American Cancer Society, 

Atlanta, USA and the International Agency for Research on Cancer, Lyon, France from 1990-2018.10, 12, 16-19. Of note, time scale 

is not linear. 

Being already mentioned around 400 BC by the “father of medicine”, Greek physician Hippocrates of 

Kos, surgery remained the predominant option for cancer treatment until the recently discovered X-ray 

radiation gave rise to radiotherapy at the end of the 19th century.9, 20 Ionizing radiation is locally applied 

to cause deathful DNA damage within tumour cells while intending to spare healthy surrounding tissue.21 

However, surgery and radiotherapy were limited to solid tumours and their success rates plateaued due 

to irrepressible micrometastases.22, 23 During the 1940s and 1950s, often in World War II-related 

programs, a plethora of chemotherapeutic drugs such as alkylating agents (nitrogen mustard, 

chlorambucil, cyclophosphamide), folate antagonists (methotrexate) or nucleotide analogous (5-

fluorouracil, 6-mercaptopurine) were synthesised and promising results were achieved in the treatment 
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of leukemia and lymphomas.22, 23 In the 1960s, a synergistic effect was observed applying surgery, radio- 

or chemotherapy in combination leading to the invention of adjuvant cancer treatments.23 Chemotherapy 

is still an important option for the treatment of cancer today even though drastic side-effects for the 

patient may occur due to the drugs’ unspecific mode of action. Chemotherapeutic agents are not able to 

discriminate between healthy and malignant cells. They interfere with cell division and kill tumour cells 

due to their rapidly dividing nature. Unfortunately, quickly dividing healthy cells are equally affected 

leading to undesired side-effects including nausea and vomiting, hair loss, cognitive dysfunction (CRCI; 

chemotherapy-related cognitive impairment), fatigue, sexual dysfunction or infertility.24-26 In general 

terms, chemotherapeutic drugs possess a remarkable cytotoxicity but suffer from low target specificity 

during oncological application, which rises a demand for more patient-friendly therapeutic options.  

4.2. Antibodies for Cancer Treatment 

Antibodies comprise a class of proteins that are secreted by B-lymphocytes and mostly plasma cells as a 

part of the adaptive immune response in vertebrates.27 These glycoproteins are also called 

immunoglobulins and can be divided into five different isotypes according to their structure and function 

during immune response (IgA, IgD, IgE, IgG and IgM). IgG antibodies, the most predominantly found 

isotype in human serum, are involved in the elimination of pathogens such as microbes and viruses.28 

They are heterotetrameric molecules that consist of two heavy (H) and light (L) chains covalently linked 

via four intermolecular disulfide bridges within the hinge region (see Figure 2). Possessing a Y-shaped 

pattern, their “arms” are referred to as Fabs (fragment antigen binding) while the “stem” is called Fc 

(fragment crystallisable). Located within the Fab of an IgG, six hypervariable areas (three per chain) 

called complementarity-determining regions (CDRs) assemble the antibody’s paratope, which mediates 

binding to the targeted molecule - the antigen. Consequently, IgG antibodies comprise two paratopes 

(one per Fab) and are therefore bivalent molecules. Once the IgG has bound to its antigen, the effector 

function of the Fc triggers the host’s immune system. Complexing of complement-activation protein C1q 

induces the classical pathway of the complement system and finally leads to the formation of the 

membrane attack complex (MAC) that perforates the pathogen’s cell membrane.28 Additionally, 

phagocytes are attracted that eliminate the target by phagocytosis (CDC; complement-dependent 

cytotoxicity).29  

By binding of the Fc to the Fcγ-receptor III (CD16), IgGs recruit effector cells such as natural killer cells 

(NK cells) to lyse the pathogen by secreting perforin, granzymes, tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α) and 

interferon γ (IFN-γ) in a process called antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC).30, 31 The 

Fc portion of an IgG consists exclusively of the constant CH2 and CH3 domains of the heavy chain and 

possesses a single N-glycosylation at Asn297 (see Figure 2), which stabilises the antibody and 
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participates in binding to different receptors.32 Besides triggering the immune system to lyse pathogens, 

antibodies are able to directly neutralize infectious bodies or toxins. By binding to proteins or domains 

that are crucial for cell penetration, antibodies are able to suppress their pathogenic character and 

mediate degradation.  

Even though their precise target recognition and the ability to induce different parts of the immune 

defence have been to that time unknown, antibodies were used already in the 1890s to treat diphtheria 

by transferring blood of immunized animals.22, 33 Within the following century, their remarkable features 

raised strong interest in view of applications in medicine, especially in tumour therapy.  

 

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a human full-length IgG antibody. IgGs are heterotetrameric glycoproteins consisting of two 

identical heavy and light chains that are covalently linked via disulfide-bridges within their hinge region. The Fab fragment 

mediates binding to the respective antigen and comprises three complementarity-determining region (CDRs) per chain that 

assemble the antibody’s paratope. N-glycosylation of the Fc at Asn297 contributes to the effector function and binding to 

different receptors of immune cells.  

The groundbreaking invention of hybridoma technology in 1975 has laid the cornerstone for the 

development of therapeutic antibodies for cancer treatment. Till that day, polyclonal antibodies binding 

different epitopes of an antigen were obtained from immunized animals such as mouse, rat, sheep or 

goat. Milstein and Köhler have immortalized murine B-cells by fusion to myeloma cells to yield hybrid 

cells secreting monoclonal antibodies (mAb) in high yields, which were able to bind to a single epitope.34 

However, poor results were obtained from initial clinical trials due to the intrinsic immunogenicity of 

mouse/rat antibodies caused by their large size and dissenting glycosylation pattern.22  
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The massive progress in genetic engineering at the end of the 20th century opened avenues for the 

approval of the first anti-tumour mAb, CD-20 targeting rituximab, by the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA).22, 35 At the end of 2018, a total of >80 antibody-based therapeutics have been approved for 

various applications including immunosuppression, treatment of cancer, autoimmune diseases and viral 

infections. Moreover, 570 are currently in ongoing clinical trials of different stages.36 These numbers 

impressively illustrate the huge potential of mAb biotherapeutics, and a plethora of studies have 

demonstrated their beneficial effect for the treatment of different diseases. However, especially in solid 

tumours, the effect of mAbs as a single agent is often limited due to their low potency, slow tissue 

penetration and the development of resistance pathways.37, 38 Consequently, mAbs are often applied in 

adjuvant therapy in combination with surgery, chemo- or radiotherapy.38 

4.3. Antibody-Drug Conjugates 

State-of-the-art therapeutic options for cancer treatment have obvious advantages and disadvantages. 

Radiotherapy and surgical excision of cancerous tissue are straightforward methodologies but are 

incapable of treating micrometastases and are limited to accessible, solid tumours.22 Chemotherapeutic 

drugs are highly cytotoxic. Though they have achieved good results in the treatment of hematologic 

cancers, their unspecific mode of action leads to high systemic toxicity and severe side-effects for the 

patient. Therapeutic antibodies are remarkably precise towards their respective target protein, which 

reduces off-target activity, but they suffer from comparably low potency.38  

Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) intend to overcome the limitations of conventional chemotherapeutics 

and monoclonal antibodies by combining the benefits of both well-established strategies. In this class of 

molecules, small cytotoxic compounds are covalently linked to a tumour-targeting antibody via a 

chemical linker (Figure 3). In the context of an ADC, the antibody functions as a vehicle that transports 

its payload to the tumour environment. Upon binding to a cell-surface antigen, usually an overexpressed 

receptor, the ADC is internalized through receptor-mediated endocytosis. The formed endosome fuses 

with the late lysosome where the antibody is degraded and the payload is released to exhibit its cytotoxic 

action. Once released from the ADC, hydrophobic drugs may pass through membranes and harm 

neighboring cells by bystander killing (Figure 4). This effect can be beneficial for the targeting of 

inhomogeneous cancers and locally inaccessible cells but might cause adverse effects by damaging 

healthy tissue.39 Since ADCs are designed to be stable in circulation and release their payload preferably 

in tumour tissue, unspecific off-target toxicity is reduced, which results in an improved therapeutic index 

of the drug. However, besides payload-mediated cell killing, ADCs can also execute anti-tumour activity 

by inducing ADCC or CDC and receptor blocking based on the mechanism of the parent antibody.40, 41 
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In general, ADCs comprise a targeting antibody, a chemical linker entity and a cytotoxic agent (Figure 3). 

The suitable monoclonal antibody should possess certain biophysical properties and be highly specific 

for its target. Usually, antigens that are massively overexpressed on malignant cells but almost absent 

on normal tissue are preferred as targets to spare healthy cells. However, ADC efficiency does not 

correlate directly with the copy number of the addressed antigen since further properties such as the 

internalization rate contribute therein.42 Recent studies have demonstrated that careful fine-tuning of 

an ADC also allows for the targeting of antigens such as Trop-2 (trophoblast cell-surface antigen 2; 

M1S1) or EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor) that are expressed on both cancerous and healthy 

cells (for further details also see Section 7.4 of this work).40, 43  

 

Figure 3: Schematic depiction of antibody-drug conjugates and key properties of the corresponding moieties. The tumour-

binding antibody is supposed to comprise good biophysical properties and high target specificity. It functions as a vehicle that 

transports its warhead to the tumour but can still exhibit ADCC, CDC and neutralization according to the parental antibody’s 

mode of action.40, 41 The chemical linker covalently links the targeting moiety to the payload and is designed to be stable in 

circulation to prevent systemic toxicity. Cleavable linkers release their cargo protease- or pH-dependently in the tumour 

environment while non-cleavable linkers rely on intracellular degradation of the mAb. The cytotoxic drug mediates cell killing 

according to its mode of action. Upon lysis of the targeted cell, bystander killing of neighboring cells can be exhibited: an effect 

that can be beneficial for targeting of inhomogeneous tumours.39 

The chemical linker that covalently connects the antibody and its payload is supposed to be stable in 

circulation to prevent premature drug release and mediate warhead liberation upon tumour 

accumulation. Linker chemistry can be chosen according to the cleavable or non-cleavable character of 

a linker. Non-cleavable linkers are thought to be more stable in circulation and the cargo is released after 

intracellular degradation of the antibody.44, 45 Cleavable linkers are less stable and may suffer from 
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partial drug loss. However, they provide rapid release of the drug under particular conditions. To that 

end, different approaches were developed including pH-sensitive hydrazone linkers that decompose in 

the acidic microenvironment of the lysosome,45, 46 disulfide-containing linkers that are reduced in the 

cytosol, and oligopeptides such as valine-citruline (Val-Cit) or PVGLIG that are intra- or extracellularly 

cleaved by proteases cathepsin B (CatB) or matrix metalloproteinase-2 (MMP-2), respectively.45, 47-49 

Moreover, polarity of the utilized linker should be considered because an elevated hydrophobicity might 

prompt aggregation, resulting in hepatotoxicity and accelerated degradation.42  

 

Figure 4: Internalization of antibody-drug conjugates through receptor-mediated endocytosis. A tumour-specific ADC binds 

to an overexpressed receptor and is internalized through endocytosis. The endosome fuses with the late lysosome, leading to 

degradation of the ADC. The cytotoxic cargo is released and exhibits potent cell killing by interfering with DNA or microtubule 

assembly.[148] 

To mediate efficient anti-tumour activity, different warheads can be installed. Thus, antimitotic agents 

such as maytansinoides or auristatin analogues interfere with mitotic spindles by suppressing tubulin 

polymerisation, leading to apoptosis of the cell.50 Duocarmycins and pyrrolobenzodiazepines are small 

molecules secreted by Streptomyces species that specifically bind to the minor groove of the DNA and 

exhibit potent cell killing by alkylation of adenine at N351 and guanine at C2 position, respectively.52 

Calicheamicins are DNA-damaging probes that cause lethal DNA double-strand breaks by a unique mode 

of action.50Amanitins are fungus-derived toxins that mediate cells death by extremely potent inhibition 

of RNA polymerase II, while camptothecins are plant alkaloids that bind to DNA topoisomerase I to 

initiate apoptosis.50 
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80 ADCs are currently in clinical trials.53 Five ADCs and one fragment variable (Fv) drug conjugate 

(moxetumomab pasudotox54) are authorized by regulatory agencies for the treatment of solid and 

hematologic malignancies (Table 1). Conventionally, ADC assembly is based on the reactivity of intrinsic 

lysine or cysteine residues towards organic compounds. Hence, activated carboxylic acids are utilized to 

form amide bonds at solvent-exposed lysine side chains while maleimides are employed to modify thiol 

groups of cysteines upon reduction of interchain disulfide bonds under mild conditions.42 Wang et al. 

demonstrated that approximately 40 sites of an anti-CD56 antibody are modified when lysine residues 

are addressed55 and more recent studies by Kim et al. showed that 70 out of 92 available sites (88 lysine 

residues plus 4 N-terminal primary amines) of FDA-approved trastuzumab emtansine that comprises an 

average drug-to-antibody ratio (DAR) of 3.5 were coupled to antimitotic DM1.56 Assuming distribution 

to 40 different positions, more than 106 potential conjugates could be formed. When addressing the 

eight interchain hinge cysteines of IgGs by partial reduction, this number drastically drops but still 

comprises a variable stoichiometry of >100 species.57 This statistically distributed attachment of 

payloads results in the formation of a heterogeneous population that contains multiple species with 

different ligation sites and variable DARs of 0-8, all possessing potentially varying pharmacokinetic 

properties.56 

Table 1: Overview of ADCs and Fv-drug conjugates currently approved for the treatment of different cancers. Unlike 

conventional ADCs, moxetumomab pasudotox does not comprise a full-length IgG but consists of a murine immunoglobulin 

variable domain (Fv). The CD22-targeting Fv is genetically fused to a truncated variant of Pseudomonas exotoxin PE38 and 

recombinantly expressed in E. coli cells. 54  

Drug 
(Trade name) 

Cancer Conjugation strategy Linker Chemistry Warhead Ref. 

Gemtuzumab ozogamicin 
(Mylotarg) 

CD33-positive acute 
myeloid leukemia 

Amide (lysine) 
Hydrazone  
(pH-labile)  

Calicheamicin 58, 59 

Brentuximab vedotin 
(Adcetris) 

CD30-positive Hodgkin 
lymphoma and ALCL 

Thiol-maleimide (native 
cysteine) 

Val-Cit-PABC  
(CatB-cleavable)  

Monomethyl 
auristatin E 

60-62 

Trastuzumab emtansine 
(Kadcyla) 

HER2-positive  
breast cancer 

Amide (lysine) 
SMCC  

(non-cleavable)  
DM1 56, 63 

Inotuzumab ozogamicin 
(Besponsa) 

CD22-positive B-cell 
precursor acute 

lymphoblastic leukemia 
Amide (lysine) 

Hydrazone  
(pH-labile) 

Calicheamicin 64 

Polatuzumab vedotin 
 (Polivy) 

CD79b-positive diffuse 
large B-cell lymphoma 

Thiol-maleimide 
(engineered cysteine) 

Val-Cit-PABC  
(CatB-cleavable) 

Monomethyl 
auristatin E 

65-67 

Moxetumomab pasudotox 
(Lumoxiti) 

CD22-positive hairy cell 
leukaemia 

Genetic fusion - 
Truncated 

Pseudomonas 
exotoxin PE38 

54 

Abbreviations: ALCL - anaplastic large cell lymphoma; CatB – cathepsin B; Fv - fragment variable; PABC - p-

aminobenzyloxycarbonyl; SMCC - succinimidyl-4-(N-maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate 
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In addition to the above-described features, different studies found that conjugation site and 

homogeneity of payload attachment influence the therapeutic index and efficiency of the ADC.57, 68, 69 In 

a pioneering study by Junutula et al., a site-specifically assembled ADC of near-homogeneous nature 

revealed diminished clearance, reduced systemic toxicity and a notably improved therapeutic index in 

rats and cynomolgus monkeys compared to its conventionally produced counterpart.57 To allow for the 

precise modification of antibodies at selected sites, numerous bioorthogonal chemical and enzymatic 

labelling methodologies have been to date developed, among them THIOMAB-technology57, conjugation 

under catalysis with sortase A,70 formylglycine-generating enzyme71 or phosphopantetheinyl 

transferase,72 as well as glyco-engineering73, 74 and ribosomal incorporation of unnatural amino 

acids.75, 76  

The majority of ADCs currently in clinical trials are constructed by randomly distributed conjugation to 

multiple available sites of the parental antibody. However, a pronounced shift towards more 

homogeneous conjugates was observed. In 2017, 15% of clinical trials investigated site-specifically 

assembled ADCs, which represents a three-fold increase within the previous four years.77, 78 This trend is 

confirmed by the first approval of a site-specifically assembled ADC polatuzumab vedotin by the FDA in 

2019 (Table 1).65-67 

4.4. Streptomyces mobaraensis Microbial Transglutaminase 

Transglutaminases (TGases) are protein-glutamine γ-glutamyltransferases (EC 2.3.2.13), present in 

multiple different species including mammals, invertebrates,79 plants,80 fungi81 and microorganisms.82 

In nature, they primarily catalyse an acyl-transfer reaction under ammonia release to form intra- or 

intermolecular isopeptide bonds. Typically, the γ-carboxamide function of protein- or peptide-bound 

glutamines servers as an acyl-donor, while the ε-amino group of lysine residues acts as the acyl-acceptor, 

to form a stable γ-glutamyl-ε-lysine linkage (Figure 5C).83 Other primary amines can also act as acyl-

acceptors, leading to the incorporation of different amines into the targeted protein. In the absence of 

primary amines, water serves as the acyl acceptor, resulting in the deamidation of glutamine into 

glutamic acid.79 Interestingly, the attachment of ω-hydroxyceramide to involucrin of human 

keratinocytes through esterification has been demonstrated as an additional mechanism of 

transglutaminase 1.84  

In humans, eight different transglutaminases and an additional catalytically inactive one are known to 

date.79 These Ca2+-dependent enzymes contribute to various physiological processes including blood 

coagulation, bone tissue formation, hematopoiesis, spermatogenesis, membrane building and cell 

apoptosis. To date, not all of their biological functions have been discovered.79, 85, 86 
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Figure 5: Structure (PDB:1IU4) and catalytic action of microbial transglutaminase. (A) Molecular surface of the enzyme. 

Catalytic triad Cys64, Asp255 and His274 (highlighted in blue) is buried at the bottom of the active site cleft (inlet). (B) Ribbon 

structure of the enzyme. (C) Mechanism of the catalysed transamidation according to Kashiwagi et al.: Cys64 nucleophilically 

attacks the γ-carboxamide group of the acyl-donor (red) to form a thioester and release ammonia as a side-product. The ε-amino 

group of lysine serves as the acyl-acceptor (blue) and a side-chain isopeptide bond is formed while Cys64 is regenerated.87 Figure 

adapted with permission from Deweid et al.88 

Besides eukaryotic TGases, numerous functional homologous of bacterial origin are described.89, 90 The 

most relevant one derived from the soil bacterium Streptomyces mobaraensis (hereafter referred to as 

microbial transglutaminase; mTG), was initially discovered at the end of the 1980s and used as a tool 

for food-processing industry, which remains one of its major applications today.91-93 mTG is produced as 

a catalytically inactive zymogen that is extracellularly processed by TAMP (transglutaminase-activating 

metalloprotease)94 and SM-TAP (Streptomyces mobaraensis tripeptidyl aminopeptidase).95 

Conventionally, the mature enzyme is purified from the culture broth of S. mobaraensis by ion exchange 

chromatography.96 In addition, multiple strategies for its recombinant expression in E. coli that apply 

commercially available proteases to truncate the inhibitory propeptide, have been developed.97-99 The 

active enzyme is a monomeric 331 residue polypeptide chain of 37,842 kDa.91 mTG activity is 
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independent of regulation by Ca2+ or GTP100 and its optimal temperature and pH conditions were found 

to be 50 °C and pH 6-7 in an assay employing CBZ-glutaminylglycine (Z-Gln-Gly) and hydroxylamine as 

substrates within 10 min.92 It operates on a catalytic triad consisting of Cys64, Asp255 and His274 that 

is buried at the bottom of the active site cleft (Figure 5A and B) and a cysteine protease-like mechanism 

is assumed.87 Releasing ammonia as a side-product, catalytic Cys64 forms a reactive thioester with the 

γ-carboxamide of the targeted acyl-donor. Negatively charged Asp255 then subtracts a proton from the 

approaching acyl-acceptor, which then nucleophilically attacks the thioester to release Cys64 and form 

the corresponding reaction product.87 Interestingly, a recent study by Juettner et al. demonstrated that 

acyl-donor substrates are likely to undergo conformational changes therein. The same study provided 

evidence that the concept of an “approaching” acyl-acceptor during protein-protein crosslinking might 

be questionable, since structural conditions indicate a pre-assembly of reaction partners.101 

The detailed substrate specificity of mTG is still a matter of investigations but is influenced by the 

flexibility of the addressed sites, the polarity of the neighboring amino acids as well as the structural 

arrangement of the targeted protein.101, 102 Generally, the enzyme is quite promiscuous towards its acyl-

acceptor substrate and transamidates multiple different primary amines.103, 104 The choice of a 

corresponding acyl-donor on the other hand is more stringent and different library screening approaches 

were employed to identify consensus sequences that are well tolerated.105-107 The enriched peptidic 

motifs however hardly matched the sequence environment found in modified sites of native mTG 

substrates. Investigating acyl-donor sites of intrinsic mTG substrates DAIP (dispase autolysis-inducing 

protein) and SPIP (Streptomyces papain inhibitor protein), the group of Fuchsbauer proposed that 

neighboring small residues of polar, hydrophobic or uncharged nature are preferred over bulky and 

aromatic residues, while the charged ones are strongly unfavored.108, 109 

Besides its application as food additive, mTG’s crosslinking ability quickly raised interest for the post-

translational modification of proteins in biotechnological and pharmaceutical research (Figure 6). 

Different groups successfully applied mTG for the assembly of multifunctional hybrids consisting of two 

or more proteins such as a targeting moiety (e.g. single-chain variable fragment; scFv) and fluorescent 

proteins.110, 111 The attachment of polyethylene glycol (PEG) to proteinaceous drugs is a common strategy 

to prevent their clearance by renal filtration, leading to an increased half-life in vivo and more patient-

friendly therapeutic options due to less frequent administration.112 To that end, different 

pharmaceutically relevant proteins including hGh (human growth hormone),113 interleukin-2114 and 

salmon calcitonin115 were PEGylated applying mTG catalysis. Covalent linkage of proteins and nucleic 

acids is a potent strategy to combine the advantages of both molecules for medical, diagnostic and 

research purposes and the groups of Kamiya and Goto developed different approaches that employed 

mTG therefore.116, 117 mTG was also applied to covalently immobilize degradation-prone and cost-
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intensive proteins on solid-support to increase their stability and facilitate their reuse.118, 119 Further 

details about the versatile applications of mTG in biotechnology can be found in the section 7.1 of this 

work. 

 

Figure 6: Overview of industrial and technological application of microbial transglutaminase. mTG is massively applied in 

food-processing industry but also emerged as a versatile tool in biotechnology for the crosslinking of various molecules. See also 

section 7.1 and 7.4 for further details on the different approaches.[148] 

4.4.1. Transglutaminase-Mediated Construction of Antibody-Drug Conjugates 

Antibody-drug conjugates are hybrid macromolecules that attempt to minimize the side-effects of 

conventional chemotherapy by tumour-specific guidance of the drug to the targeted site of action. For 

that purpose, myriad ligation strategies were developed and different studies demonstrated that site-

specific methodologies are favoured compared to non-directed ones because their homogeneous 

products comprise beneficial pharmacological properties (see section 4.3). To that end, multiple studies 

harnessed the ability of mTG to address the chemically almost inert γ-carboxamide group of glutamines 

for the assembly of ADCs. Full-length human IgG antibodies comprise ~60 glutamine residues but none 

of them serves as a substrate for mTG.100, 120 However, different methodologies to overcome this 

limitation were developed (see Figure 7). The Schibli group recognized that removal of the Fc glycan 

moiety exposes Gln295 as a suitable site for transamidation and argued that an increased flexibility of 

the Fc’s C/E loop (Gln295–Thr299) accounted for their observations. They demonstrated that either 
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enzymatic truncation by glycosidase PNGaseF or genetic substitution of N-glycosylation site Asn297 

against alanine (N297A) gave rise to homogeneous ADCs with a DAR of 2.121 Moreover, mutation N297Q 

introduced an additional acyl-donor site for the assembly of potent DAR 4 ADCs with convenient 

pharmacokinetics and therapeutic indexes.121, 122 This straightforward methodology was adapted by 

many groups and represents a key technology for the site-specific assembly of ADCs, mediated by 

mTG.123, 124 One major benefit in comparison with conventional conjugation enzymes such as 

Staphylococcus aureus sortase A is that mTG activity is not limited to terminal sites but can address 

internal residues.125 Strop et al. took advantage of this capability and engineered a short tetrameric 

recognition sequence LLQG at ~90 positions of an anti-EGFR antibody to identify sites that provide 

efficient conjugation.69 In a further approach, they combined the identified sites for the generation of 

ADCs with different DARs (2, 4, 6 and 8) and compared their homogeneous constructs with a reference 

assembled by conventional maleimido-thiol chemistry to demonstrate improved therapeutic indexes of 

site-specifically assembled conjugates.68 Besides glycan removal to expose Gln295, incorporation of 

specific peptidyl-linker sequences outlines another key technology for the mTG-assisted construction of 

ADCs with a defined DAR. 

 

Figure 7: mTG-mediated assembly of homogeneous ADCs. Native IgG antibodies lack suitable sites for transamidation even 

though they comprise multiple surface-exposed glutamine and lysine residues (top). This limitation can be overcome by genetic 

incorporation of acyl-donor sequences (left); enzymatic or genetic removal of the Fc glycosylation to expose Gln295 for 

transamidation (middle); incorporation of acyl-acceptor sites or additional C-terminal amino acids to spare Lys447 from 

processing by carboxypeptidase B (right).[148] 
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The previously described strategies employed the utilized antibody solely as the acyl-donor of the 

catalysed reaction and synthesized the attached payload with a corresponding acyl-acceptor. However, 

only a few studies demonstrated the reversed approach: utilizing the targeted antibody as the acyl-

acceptor. Spidel et al. investigated different chimeric, humanized and fully human immunoglobulins and 

recognized that none of the approximately 80 present lysines is modified by mTG. Upon engineering of 

an acyl-acceptor tag at the C-terminus of the heavy chain, they observed efficient transamidation of 

terminal Lys447. Encouraged by these results, they demonstrated that incorporation of a non-basic 

amino acid prevents Lys447 from cleavage by carboxypeptidase B during production in mammalian cell 

lines HEK293 and CHO. Moreover, they screened for sites that allowed for transamidation after their 

substitution against lysine and identified residues that were well tolerated.126 Further details on the 

different strategies that allow for the transglutaminase-mediated construction of ADCs and multiple 

examples of their use are summarized in section 7.4 of this work. 

4.5. Yeast Surface Display 

Nature shaped its biomolecules over billions of years by Darwinian evolution but applications in 

biotechnology to solve modern day issues requires evolution at a more rapid pace.127 Recently awarded 

with the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 2018, the concept of directed evolution mimics this process in a test 

tube. Directed evolution massively accelerates the evolutionary progress to months instead of millennia, 

leading to improved biomolecules that are applied in the treatment of cancer, the generation of biofuels 

or as laundry detergent.128 Conceptually, the protein of interest is mutated applying one out of different 

techniques such as error-prone PCR, gene-shuffling or site-saturation mutagenesis to construct a 

randomised library that comprises multiple variants with varying characteristics.129 The obtained library 

is then screened for mutants with desired properties such as improved binding affinity,130 thermal-131 or 

solvent-stability,132 altered substrate specificity,133 elevated catalytic turnover134 or co-factor 

independency.135  

This screening process is often associated with the search for a needle in a haystack because one has to 

isolate the very few promising candidates from a pool of millions to billions of non- or dysfunctional 

variants.127 To facilitate this process, different molecular display technologies were developed that 

couple the investigated protein’s phenotype to its corresponding genotype to enable DNA sequencing of 

enriching mutants (genotype-phenotype linkage). During host-free in vitro display methods ribosomal- 

or mRNA-display, genotype-phenotype linkage is achieved by either trapping of the prolonging 

polypeptide chain and the coding mRNA within the ribosomal complex or covalent linkage of both 

molecules, respectively. Upon binding of the complex to an immobilized target, non-functional variants 

are washed away, followed by elution of the binding mutants and their analysis by sequencing.136, 137 
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In vivo display technologies such as phage-,138 bacterial-139 or mammalian-display140 rely on the genetic 

fusion of the protein of interest to a host protein that anchors it on the surface of the cell. The fusion 

protein is typically plasmid-encoded and transformation of the respective host results in a library of 

different cells that all carry the genetic information for a single mutant of the protein, fused to the surface 

anchor. After continues cycles of isolation and regrowing, cells that bear mutants with favoured 

characteristics are enriched. 

 

Figure 8: Yeast surface display of an antibody Fab fragment. (A)The investigated Fab is displayed on the surface of S. cerevisiae 

cells by genetic fusion to the Aga2p, which forms two disulfide bridges with the cell wall-anchored Aga1p. Surface display level 

of the Fab is visualized by a light chain specific, fluorescently labelled antibody, while binding to the targeted antigen is visualized 

by a target-specific antibody. Additionally, terminal or internal epitope tags such as HA or Myc can be incorporated to verify 

surface display of the fusion protein. (B) Schematic flow cytometry image of a randomised library. Cells in the upper right 

quadrant exhibit both, surface display of the investigated protein and binding to the targeted antigen. Figure adapted with 

permission from Deweid et al.141 

Display of protein libraries on the cell surface of eukaryotic baker’s yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast 

surface display) as pioneered by Boder and Wittrup in 1997, is a powerful in vivo display technology for 

the engineering of binding moieties and enzymes.142, 143 In combination with immunofluorescent staining 

and fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS), yeast surface display allows for the ultra-high throughput 

screening of tailor-made biomolecules from a randomised library. The investigated protein is genetically 

fused to the Aga2p subunit of the a-agglutinin mating complex and covalently linked to the surface-

anchored Aga1p domain via two disulfide bridges (see Figure 8A). Aga1p is encoded in the yeast genome 

while the Aga2p-fusion protein on the other hand is plasmid encoded. However, both genes are under 

the control of the galactose-inducible GAL1 promotor, leading to surface display of the complex when 

gene expression is triggered by growing the yeast cells in galactose-containing medium. Surface display 

level of the fusion protein is visualized by fluorescently labelled antibodies that are specific for the 
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investigated protein or genetically incorporated epitope tags such as HA (YPYDVPDYA) or Myc 

(EQKLISEEDL). Binding to the addressed antigen is visualized by either fluorescent labelling of the target 

or application of target-specific detection antibodies (Figure 8A). Yeast cells that comprise both 

characteristics (surface display and target binding) can be discriminated from non-binding ones and 

enriched over multiple screening rounds by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (Figure 8B).  

In comparison to phage- or bacterial display, yeast surface display benefits from its near-human 

glycosylation and an intrinsic machinery of chaperones and foldases (unfolded protein response) that 

ensures correct folding of the polypeptide and prevents enrichment of misfolded mutants. Moreover, the 

application of FACS technology offers an online quality control of the screening process that is not 

compatible with phage-display. The size of yeast libraries (109) is usually smaller than that of phage- or 

bacterial libraries (1012-1014) due to the efficiency of yeast transformation during library construction. 

Additionally, the maximal sorting rate of ~50,000 cells per second of the FACS device, technically limits 

the throughput of larger libraries.144 Nevertheless, yeast surface display in combination with FACS 

represents a robust and straightforward technology for the engineering of biomolecules towards 

improved characteristics. 
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5. Objective 

The quest for novel, more efficient anti-tumour therapeutics continues. To address this challenge, 

antibody-drug conjugates that harness the remarkable target-specificity of monoclonal antibodies to 

transport a cytotoxin specifically to the tumour site have been developed. Regulatory approval of five 

(six, including moxetumomab pasudotox) different ADCs for the treatment of solid and hematologic 

malignancies underlines the potential of this class of molecules (see Section 4.3 and Table 1). However, 

multiple studies demonstrated that site-specific attachment of the warhead to the carrier antibody bears 

certain advantages over the conjugation strategies of most ADCs that are currently undergoing clinical 

trials. Besides others, microbial transglutaminase from Streptomyces mobaraensis was recently employed 

for the synthesis of homogeneous ADCs. Therein, the absence of native transamidation sites within 

human IgG antibodies was overcome by different strategies that all comprise certain advantages and 

disadvantages. Enzymatic deglycosylation to expose Gln295 can be applied to any purified antibody 

without previous genetic engineering but removal of the Fc-glycan might cause aggregation and increase 

thermal lability.145 Incorporation of specific recognition motifs is a flexible strategy that allows for 

modification at desired sites of the mAb. However, genetic manipulation is required and incorporated 

tags might interfere with the antibody’s intrinsic stability. 

The engineering of an mTG mutant with altered substrate specificity that is capable of transamidating 

unmodified, native IgG antibodies could overcome the need for glycan truncation or tag incorporation 

to facilitate the construction of homogeneous ADCs. Even though the enzyme is massively used for 

biotechnological purposes, its engineering is barely described in the per-reviewed literature. However, 

engineering of mTG towards elevated thermal stability,131, 146 increased activity134 and redirected 

substrate recognition133 are reported. These approaches utilized multi titer plate-based screening assays 

with a laborious throughput of <25,000 variants. One aspect of this thesis focuses on the establishment 

of an ultra-high throughput screening assay based on yeast surface display for the engineering of mTG 

(see section 7.2) and provides detailed protocols therefore (see section 7.3). To that end, mTG should 

be displayed on the surface of yeast cells as an inactive precursor that is converted into the mature 

enzyme by proteolytic cleavage upon surface display. Genotype-phenotype correlation has to be 

demonstrated to prove that active variants can be discriminated from inactive ones. To demonstrate that 

improved mTG mutants can be isolated by the established assay, a randomised library is constructed and 

screened by FACS to isolate mutants with elevated catalytic activity towards a short biotinylated acyl-

donor peptide. The enriched mutants have to be purified from E. coli cells and compared to the wildtype 

enzyme in terms of activity towards the utilized peptide and a therapeutic antibody, tagged with the 

respective acyl-donor sequence. A screening assay for mTG based on yeast surface display would allow 

for the rapid and convenient isolation of mutants with tailor-made properties for different applications. 
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Both well-established strategies for the mTG-mediated assembly of ADCs (glycan truncation and tag 

incorporation) employ reaction times of ~16 h69, 122 that can prompt undesired aggregation leading to 

inefficient product formation (unpublished results). Highly efficient labelling within short reaction times 

could minimize this risk during ADC construction. In previous research, Siegmund et al. demonstrated 

that grafting the amino acid pattern and mimicking the corresponding spatial arrangement of native 

transamidation sites of intrinsic mTG substrate DAIP, is a suitable strategy to derive a novel acyl-donor 

recognition tag.120 Encouraged by these findings, the second part of this thesis focuses on the 

identification of recognitions sequences from mTG substrates DAIP and SPIP for the efficient construction 

of ADCs. Different acyl-donor sites should be mimicked by solid-phase peptide synthesis and their 

turnover by mTG investigated in an HPLC-based assay to predetermine promising hit sequences. Upon 

genetic incorporation into therapeutic antibody trastuzumab, attachment of different acyl-acceptor 

substrates to the engineered tags has to be analysed. The most potent sequence as determined in previous 

experiments will be utilized for the construction of an ADC and compared to conventionally applied 

sequence LLQG. Analysis by hydrophobic interaction chromatography and in vitro cells killing assays will 

reveal the degree of conjugation and the potency of the resulting conjugate. 

Engineering of recognitions sequences into the scaffold of IgG antibodies is a powerful methodology to 

enable their labelling by mTG. However, incorporation of longer tags at internal positions can interfere 

with the antibody’s intrinsic stability and cause a response of the patient’s immune system upon 

intravenous administration.126, 147 Single amino acid substitutions that allow for the efficient labelling of 

antibodies would reduce this risk of immunogenicity and diminished antibody stability compared to 

incorporated tag sequences.126 In the third part of this thesis, we intend to identify positions of a human 

IgG Fc that can be substituted against glutamine and transamidated by mTG. 30 amino acids of the Fc 

moiety will be solitarily exchanged against glutamine residues by site-directed mutagenesis and a 

protocol for the recombinant expression in E. coli has to be established. In comparison to production in 

mammalian hosts, purification from bacterial sources rapidly offers high yields at low costs. However, 

the correct assembly of a disulfide-containing dimeric Fc portion in E. coli is not trivial. Non-reducing 

SDS-PAGE, thermal shift assays and LC-MS analysis have to be performed to validate proper 

dimerization, thermal stability and native disulfide-bridge formation of the Fc. The purified Fc mutants 

will be characterized towards their labelling by mTG in a straight-forward fluorescent assay based on 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Identified hits have to be validated in the context of an antibody purified from 

mammalian cells to verify the effect of posttranslational modifications that are not provided by 

prokaryotic hosts, and the tetrameric arrangement of the full-length antibody on conjugation efficiency. 

Efficient ligation of payloads to a defined site of an Fc, enabled by substitution of a single residue against 

glutamine, would be of great value for the mTG-mediated construction of ADCs, since minimal tag 

incorporation reduces immunogenicity and instability risks. 
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In summary, the presented work aimed at the optimization of mTG-mediated construction of 

homogeneous ADCs. Existing methodologies should be improved for more convenient and efficient 

conjugation. Moreover, an ultra-high throughput screening assay based on yeast surface display should 

be established to provide an access to engineered mTG variants with tailor-made properties.
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Abstract 

Antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) are hybrid molecules intended to overcome the drawbacks of 

conventional small molecule chemotherapy and therapeutic antibodies by merging beneficial 

characteristics of both molecule classes to develop more efficient and patient-friendly options for cancer 

treatment. During the last decades a versatile bioconjugation toolbox that comprises numerous chemical 

and enzymatic technologies was developed to covalently attach a cytotoxic cargo to a tumor-targeting 

antibody. Being one of the approaches, microbial transglutaminase (mTG) that catalyzes isopeptide bond 

formation between proteinaceous or peptidic glutamines and lysines, bears plenty favored properties 

that are beneficial for the manufacturing of these conjugates. However, to efficiently utilize the enzyme 

for the constructions of ADCs, different drawbacks had to be overcome that originate from the enzyme’s 

insufficiently understood substrate specificity. Within this review, pioneering methodologies, recent 

achievements and remaining limitations of mTG-assisted assembly of ADCs will be highlighted. 
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1. Introduction 

Despite obvious scientific and therapeutic progress, treatment of cancer is still a major challenge. Indeed, 

malignant tumors represent the second leading cause of death in the United States with over 1.7 million 

new cases and 600,000 cancer-related deaths predicted for 2019, which corresponds to nearly 1,700 

deaths per day.[1] In the twentieth century, chemotherapy alone or in combination with radiotherapy 

was the predominant approach for tumor treatment.[2-4] For decades, every effort has been exerted by 

oncologists to develop chemotherapeutics with enhanced anticancer efficacy, which do not affect healthy 

tissues.[4, 5] The combination of different anticancer agents possessing diverse modes of action and 

toxicity profiles led to synergistic effects that positively influenced anti-tumor activity.[2, 5, 6] Thus, 

multidrug treatment became a standard therapy to fight most tumor types.[2, 4] Further, highly potent 

cytotoxins, e.g. tubulin inhibitors (dolastatin 10, dolastatin 15, maytansin, cryptophycins), DNA 

alkylators (pyrrolobenzodiazepine, CC-1065, adozelesin) were employed as chemotherapeutics.[2, 5] 

However, their clinical efficacy was rather limited due to the lack of a sufficient therapeutic window, 

conditioned by the inability to kill tumor cells without causing systemic toxicity to the healthy ones.[2, 5]  

In addition to commonly known chemotherapeutic approaches, numerous therapeutic antibodies have 

been developed that act as tailor-made drugs to specifically address tumor-associated antigens. Upon 

intravenous administration, these engineered macromolecules accumulate at the tumor and activate the 

patient’s immune defense to neutralize the degenerated cells.[7] The impressive number of FDA-approved 

therapeutic antibodies highlights the success of this class of drugs.[8] Though their potency has been 

demonstrated in hundreds of clinical trials, full cancer remission through antibody treatment is 

challenging as antibodies often possess limited anti-tumor activity.[2, 9] To address this issue, combination 

of the cytotoxic potency of small-molecule cytotoxins and the remarkable targeting properties of an 

antibody yielded a novel class of tumor therapeutics referred to as antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs). In 

these constructs, a monoclonal antibody is equipped with a potent antitumor toxin via a cleavable or 

non-cleavable covalent linker. After entering the tumor tissue from the vasculature, the antibody part of 

the ADC is capable to recognize and bind specifically to the target antigen overexpressed on the cell-

surface. Following internalization through the endosome-lysosome pathway either the linker is cleaved 

and/or the antibody is degraded to release the payload, which then diffuses into the cytoplasm to interact 

with its target: e.g. tubulin, DNA (Figure 1).[5]  
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Figure 1: Mechanism of action of antibody-drug conjugates: ADC are internalized through receptor-mediated endocytosis. 

This strategy was envisioned to overcome the shortcomings of both conjugation partners, e.g. the small 

therapeutic window of the highly toxic payload and the rather low efficacy of solitaire antitumor 

antibodies, possibly gathering synergistic benefits.[9] Recently, different ADCs have reached the market, 

namely brentuximab vedotin (Adcetris®)[10, 11] from Seattle Genetics, gemtuzumab ozogamicin 

(Mylotarg®)[12, 13] and inotuzumab ozogamicin (Besponsa®)[14, 15] from Pfizer, as well as ado-

trastuzumab emtansin (Kadcyla®)[16, 17] from Roche, all targeting hematologic malignancies or solid 

tumors.[5, 18] Furthermore, more than 60 ADCs are in clinical trials.[19] In most of them, the cytotoxic 

payload is either an antimitotic microtubule inhibitor (auristatin[20] or maytansin derivatives[21]) or a 

DNA-damaging agent (pyrrolobenzodiazepine dimers,[22] duocarmycin,[23] calichemicin,[24] indolino 

benzodiazepine dimers[25]), which alkylates, crosslinks, or breaks the DNA double strands.[5]  

Most ADCs that are currently in clinical trials or are marketed rely on the stoichiometrically controlled 

chemical conjugation of the toxin moiety to endogenous thiols exposed by reduction of interchain 

disulfides, or to primary amines in lysine side chains.[4, 5] However, ADCs obtained by conventional 

conjugation yielded heterogenous mixtures of products, representing several species with different 

pharmacokinetics.[18] Therefore, a drug-to-antibody ratio (DAR) in the range of 3.5-4.0 was chosen for 

most ADCs, aimed at minimizing the fraction of non-conjugated antibodies and also avoiding species 

with high DAR.[5] However, FDA-approved ADC Kadcyla®, for example, is assembled from HER2 

(human epidermal growth factor receptor 2)-targeting monoclonal antibody trastuzumab that contains 
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88 lysine residues, from which 70 were shown to be accessible to conjugation with tubulin inhibitor 

DM1.[26] As a consequence, despite maintaining the DAR at a relatively low value, a vast spectrum of 

variants is generated due to random conjugation to different attachment sites that results in an increased 

heterogeneity, which is disadvantageous in terms of the pharmacokinetic profile of the drug.[27] To 

overcome these deficiencies, numerous site-specific conjugation methods have been introduced, and 

different studies demonstrated improved therapeutic indices (TI) of the resulting constructs compared 

to their statistically conjugated counterparts.[28] Addressable moieties for site-specific conjugation have 

been introduced upon glycoengineering,[29-34] incorporation of additional cysteines (Thiomab®),[35-38] 

selenocysteines,[39] and non-natural amino acids.[40-42] In addition, re-bridging of natural thiols,[43, 44] 

metallopeptide-based catalysis,[45] redox-based methionine bioconjugation[46] as well as auto-catalytic 

attachment of the toxin to a reactive antibody lysine were applied.[47] In addition, various enzyme-

mediated approaches, among them tubulin tyrosine ligase (TTL),[27, 48] formylglycine-generating enzyme 

(FGE),[49-51] SpyLigase,[52] phosphopantetheinyl transferase,[53] sortase A,[54-56] and mushroom 

tyrosinase[57] as well as microbial transglutaminase[58] were successfully utilized for the generation of 

site-specific ADCs. 

Transglutaminases belong to a class of protein γ-glutamyltransferases found in microorganisms, plants, 

invertebrates, amphibians, fishes, and birds.[59] These bond-forming enzymes catalyze the attachment of 

primary amines to γ-carboxamides via release of ammonia, whereof both counterparts could be located 

in either a protein or a peptide.[59] In nature, transamidation occurs between the glutamine side chain 

as acyl donor and the ɛ-amino group of lysine as acyl acceptor, generating either intramolecularly cross-

linked proteins or intermolecular isopeptide linkages (Figure 2).[59, 60] While transglutaminases possess 

certain specificity towards glutamine residues, their promiscuity in view of amine-containing acyl-donors 

opens space for modifications.[61] 

 

Figure 2: Reaction catalyzed by mTG. Protein- or peptide-bound glutamine side-chains are covalently crosslinked to lysine 

residues or primary amines. An isopeptide bond is formed under the release of ammonia. 
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The demand for homogeneity of ADCs for cancer treatment has put site-specific transglutaminase-

catalyzed conjugation with cytotoxic payloads into the focus of research. This review will highlight recent 

achievements in the field of transglutaminase-mediated antibody modification and discuss the 

limitations of different strategies as well as unsolved challenges that need to be addressed in future 

work.  

Despite the fact that transglutaminases are widely distributed in multiple phylogenetic species, not all 

of them are suitable for biotechnological applications.[62] mTG derived from the Gram-positive 

actinobacterium Streptomyces mobaraensis emerged as the one most employed transglutaminase for 

industrial purposes due to its high stability and pH tolerance combined with an excellent activity.[62] The 

enzyme is intensively used for food processing in order to texture meat and dairy products (Figure 3). 

Later, its remarkable properties made it a versatile tool for the posttranslational modification of various 

proteins.[62] PEGylation of small proteinaceous drugs to elevate their half-life in vivo, immobilization of 

aggregation-prone biocatalysts to increase their overall stability or the covalent attachment of nucleic 

acids to proteins to combine the beneficial properties of both biomolecules, are only a few examples for 

the diverse applications of the enzyme (Figure 3).[60] 

The following paragraphs will introduce key methodologies that allow for the mTG-mediated 

modification of antibodies. Based on each of the three strategies, multiple studies that demonstrate 

recent achievements will be described. Moreover, their advantages and disadvantages will be compared 

and general remaining limitations of the mTG-technology will be discussed to provide a comprehensive 

overview to the reader. 
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Figure 3: Overview of biotechnological and industrial applications of microbial transglutaminase. 

2. ADCs generated from deglycosylated and aglycosylated antibodies 

At the beginning of the 21st century, Josten and colleagues were the first to report on the conjugation 

of a monoclonal IgG antibody mediated by microbial transglutaminase.[63] They used amine derivatives 

of biotin to label an anti-2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2-4D) antibody with up to 1.9 biotin moieties 

per antibody and demonstrated by ELISA that enzymatic modification did not interfere with the target-

binding properties of the immunoglobulin. However, further studies did not confirm these results.[58] In 

2008, researchers of the Schibli group investigated the reactivity of mTG at intrinsic lysine and glutamine 

sites of different antibodies.[64] Their studies showed only minor modification of lysine residues with 

glutamine-containing peptides with an average antibody/label ratio of 0.3 – 0.5. Almost no labeling of 

native anti-L1Cam antibody chCE7 and a bovine IgG was observed when glutamine sites were addressed 

(antibody/label ratio: 0.1) with a fluorophore equipped with cadaverine. Interestingly, a significantly 

improved labelling was observed when a genetically aglycosylated variant of chCE7 (Asn297 replaced 

by Gln) was applied.[64] This phenomenon was studied in the following work and MALDI-TOF analysis 

proved that stoichiometric labelling of aglycosylated chCE7 in a ratio of 4:1 at positions Gln295 and 

Gln297 was achieved (see Table 1 for an overview of conjugation sites employed in mTG-assisted 
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assembly of ADCs). [65] Furthermore, enzymatic deglycosylation by PNGase F was applied to native 

chCE7 and commercially available anti-CD20 antibody rituximab, followed by mTG-promoted ligation 

of different acyl-acceptor substrates. Again, specific modification of the heavy chain at position Gln295 

was confirmed by mass spectrometry and the authors concluded that an increased flexibility of the C/E 

loop (Q295–T299) of the antibodies Fc region upon deglycosylation renders glutamine residues within 

this loop amenable to mTG-mediated isopeptide formation.[65] These results gave access to a powerful 

methodology for the mTG-assisted construction of homogeneous ADCs with a defined DAR and outlined 

a key technology for various follow-up studies (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4: Harnessing transglutaminase activity for site-specific ADC generation. (top) Native, fully glycosylated antibodies are 

no substrate of mTG. The following strategies allow for its transamidation: (left) genetic incorporation of specific peptidyl linker 

sequences; (middle) genetic or enzymatic truncation of the CH2 glycan moiety to expose Gln295; (right) engineering of reactive 

lysines or additional C-terminal residues to prevent Lys447 from intracellular processing.  

Dennler and colleagues reported a chemoenzymatic approach using deglycosylated HER2-targeting 

antibody trastuzumab yielding homogenous ADC in a two-step procedure.[66] Thus, PNGase F treatment, 

followed by enzymatic conjugation of different chemical handles suitable for maleimide-thiol coupling 

or strain-promoted azide-alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) by mTG was conducted. Subsequent conjugation 

of monomethyl auristatin F (MMAF) via a protease-cleavable linker gave rise to potent homogenous 

ADCs comprising DARs ranging from 1.8 to 2 (the different warheads, linker chemistries and click 

compounds applied for the construction of ADC under mTG catalysis are overviewed in Table 2). Within 
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this study, the authors took advantage of the remarkable selectivity and kinetics of bioorthogonal 

conjugation by “click-chemistry” or thiol-maleimide coupling. Ready-to-use building blocks are available 

from commercial suppliers and can be applied for mTG catalysis at low cost. Subsequent installation of 

a pricey payload is achieved in a quantitative manner by adding only a slight excess of the respective 

molecule. Consequently, the authors achieved their DARs employing only a 2.5-fold excess of the 

corresponding toxin, which represents a major advantage in terms of cost-effective ADC 

manufacturing.[66] When employing a two-step chemoenzymatic approach, it should be considered that 

removal of non-coupled compounds is necessary to enable specific labelling of the desired target in the 

following reaction. Additional purification steps however, might diminish the yield of the overall process. 

In 2015, Lhospice and co-workers further investigated the applicability of this approach and reported 

superior pharmacokinetic properties of an mTG generated drug conjugate of the anti-CD30 antibody 

brentuximab in rodent lymphoma models compared to state-of-the-art ADC ADCETRIS.[67] A genetically 

mutated version of brentuximab (N297Q) comprising two distinct addressable glutamines (Q295 and 

Q297) was functionalized with derivatives of monomethyl auristatin E (MMAE) under mTG catalysis. 

Employing different linker chemistries, four different ADCs were assembled by either direct enzymatic 

coupling of the warhead or in a two-step approach using SPAAC. Biodistribution experiments in mice 

revealed better tumor uptake and lower nontargeted liver and spleen uptake of the chemo-enzymatically 

conjugated ADC compared to ADCETRIS. Moreover, pharmacokinetic studies in rats demonstrated an 

elevated maximal tolerated dose and decelerated clearance of the homogenously labelled ADCs. The 

authors attribute these observations to the absence of species with DAR > 4, which suffer from faster 

catabolism and reduced binding to Fcγ receptors (FcγRs) and surface mannose receptors.[67] 

In further research, Grünberg and co-workers applied different aglycosylated variants of anti-L1CAM 

antibody chCE7 and the chelator 1,4,7,10- tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7,10-tetraacetic acid (DOTA) for 

the generation of radioimmunoconjugates (RIC).[68] Decalysines bearing 1, 3 or 5 DOTA pendants were 

site-specifically conjugated to each heavy chain of the genetically aglycosylated antibodies (N297D, 

N297Q) by mTG catalysis to generate uniform conjugates with high DOTA loading. Moreover, preferred 

biodistribution compared to heterogeneous, chemically modified constructs was demonstrated in mice 

bearing ovarian tumor xenografts. Interestingly, aglycosylated antibody chCE7agl (N297Q) with two 

accessible glutamines was conjugated with only one DOTA-polylysine per heavy chain as conjugation 

occurred at two lysine residues of the same polylysine chain simultaneously. The site-specific RIC 

generated by mTG catalysis with the highest DOTA/antibody ratio revealed the best tumor-to-liver ratios. 

Based on their results, the authors hypothesized that other properties - polarity, pI of the 

immunoconjugate, but not the antibody-to-ligand ratio alone - stipulate its biodistribution.[68] 
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As outlined above, removal of the CH2 polysaccharide moiety makes Gln295 accessible for mTG-

mediated modification. This straight-forward strategy was further adopted by different research groups. 

Thus, Puthenveetil and co-workers reported a site-specific conjugation strategy for dual antibody 

labeling on solid support based on the above-mentioned chemoenzymatic procedure.[69] An engineered 

variant of trastuzumab (kK183c) bearing an additional cysteine at the light chain was deglycosylated 

using PNGase F and captured on solid support via binding to immobilized protein A. Subsequent mTG-

catalyzed conjugation of NH2-PEG2-bicyclo[6.1.0]nonyne (NH2-PEG2-BCN), reduction and mild 

reoxidation generated an antibody bearing two orthogonal reaction handles, namely a strained alkyne 

(BCN) at each heavy and a thiol at each light chain. Subsequent labeling of these moieties with different 

fluorophores gave rise to a dual-labeled antibody, confirmed by in-gel fluorescence of a reduced 

antibody-fluorophore conjugate.[69] This procedure paves the way for the high-throughput generation of 

site-specific ADCs on solid support, utilizing mTG-mediated conjugation in a two-step procedure.  

Recently, a chemoenzymatic strategy for the one-pot dual labeling of antibodies that relies on the 

orthogonal reactivates of microbial transglutaminase and lipoic acid ligase (LplA) was envisioned. [70] 

LplA is capable of ligating different derivatives of valeric acid site-specifically to a lysine residue within 

the 13 amino acids long amino acid motif GFEIDKVWYDLDA (LAP-tag). In the first place, a LAP-tag was 

engineered to the C-terminus of the heavy and light chains of trastuzumab and picolyl-azide (pAz) or 

trans-cyclooctene (TCO) substrates were attached under LplA-catalyzation. Light chain (LC) 

modification proceeded with 86% with pAz and 88% with TCO while modification of the heavy chain 

(HC) yielded 82% with pAz and 69% with TCO, respectively. Following “click”-reactions using either 

dibenzocyclooctyne-amine (DBCO)- or methyl-tetrazine (MeTz)-modified PEG5000 resulted in a 

significant shift to higher masses of the corresponding protein band in SDS-PAGE analysis. Further, a 

dual-labelling approach for spatially controlled cargo release in the tumor environment was investigated. 

TCO-modified valeric acid was conjugated to the engineered LAP-tag by LplA and NH2-PEG3-N3 to Q295 

of PNGase F-deglycosylated trastuzumab by mTG. The two different click chemistry handles were 

subsequently modified with MeTz-PEG4-Valine-Citrulline(VC)-PAB-PEG2-fluorescein and DBCO-PEG4-

PVGLIG-PEG2-Rhodamine to yield dual labeled antibodies. The peptidic sequences PVGLIG and VC 

allowed for the controlled payload release in SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells mediated by extracellularly 

overexpressed matrix metalloproteinase II (MMP-2) and intracellular lysosomal cysteine protease 

cathepsin B (CatB), as demonstrated by in vitro cleavage assays and confocal laser scanning 

microscopy.[70] 

In a proof-of-concept study, researchers of the Zentel group used mTG-mediated conjugation combined 

with SPAAC to attach anti-DEC205 antibodies, specific for dendritic immune cells, to an azide-modified 

block copolymer P(Lys)-b-P(HPMA) aimed at the delivery of tumor antigen-encoding plasmid DNA 
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(pDNA) to dendritic cells for the generation of pDNA vaccines.[71] After PNGase F-mediated 

deglycosylation, a DBCO reaction handle bearing an ɛ-amino group of lysine was introduced to Q295 of 

DEC205 antibody by mTG catalysis. Subsequent reaction of DEC205 with a polyplex consisting of pDNA 

and a statistically azide-modified P(Lys)-b-P(HPMA) lead to successful conjugation. It should be 

mentioned that a large excess of DEC205-DBCO was crucial for conjugation, presumably due to the low 

diffusivity of two macromolecular reaction partners and the low DBCO-loading of the DEC205-DBCO 

compound (1-2).[71] 

In 2017, researches of the Tsuchikama group employed branched PEG linkers to attach multiple payloads 

to antibodies.[72] Different formats of these linkers, containing one primary amine and two azide moieties 

for SPAAC, were synthesized and enzymatically conjugated to Q295 (N297A) or Q295 and Q297 

(N297Q) of a mutated non-glycosylated HER2-trageting antibody, respectively. A comparison of 

cleavable linear and branched linkers was conducted. Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) assays 

for cathepsin-mediated cleavage were exploited for different linear and branched spacers. A branched, 

PEG-containing linker revealed a release rate comparable to a linear reference, while negligible release 

was observed for the branched, non-PEG bearing counterpart. For the construction of an ADC, a 

chemoenzymatic approach based on mTG-catalyzed linker conjugation and SPAAC for payload 

equipment was applied. As payload, the relatively hydrophilic tubulin inhibitor MMAF was utilized 

generating homogenous ADCs with an average DAR of 3.9 (N297A) and 7.4 (N297Q), respectively. The 

target-binding properties of these homogenous ADCs were not affected and enhanced in vitro 

cytotoxicity on HER2-expressing breast cancer cell lines was shown for the DAR 3.9 (N297A) in 

comparison to its linear DAR 1.9 counterpart.[72] This approach opens avenues for the generation of 

homogenous high-DAR ADCs. Interestingly, the potency of the DAR 7.4 ADC has not been demonstrated 

yet and, according to the authors, further investigations are currently ongoing. The fine-tuning of their 

hydrophilic branched linkers is a crucial step for further conjugation of more hydrophobic payloads e.g. 

MMAE, as high-DAR ADCs containing hydrophobic payloads suffer from protein aggregation and rapid 

clearance.[72] 

Branched PEG linkers were further applied to discover cathepsin cleavable linkers with enhanced 

stability in mouse plasma aimed at improving efficacy and accuracy in mouse models (see also work of 

Dorywalska et al. [73] below).[74] Different hydrophilic amino acids were introduced at the N-terminus of 

conventional L-valyl-L-citrulline dipeptide linker (VC), as modification of this position is known to affect 

its plasma stability.[73] Addition of glutamic acid to the linker sequence (EVC-PABC) prohibited 

hydrolysis catalyzed by murine carboxylesterase 1c (Ces1c), which is reported for VC-PABC linkers 

applied in commonly used cleavable ADCs.[73] Furthermore, faster cathepsin-mediated cleavage as well 

as enhanced hydrophilicity was observed for the EVC-PABC bearing DAR 3.9 ADCs.[74] 
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As collectively described above, the utility of de- or aglycosylated antibodies providing Gln295 as a 

suitable site for transamidation was consistently reported by various groups. Nevertheless, the 

contribution of the glycan moiety to the antibody’s stability should also be considered. Lhospice et al. 

demonstrated that ADCs assembled from aglycosylated cAC10Q antibody remained stable for at least 

one week in human, cynomolgus monkey and rat serum.[67] Interestingly, constructs with longer linker 

moieties suffered from premature drug loss upon incubation in mouse plasma.[67] Though stability of 

their anti-CD30 ADCs was clearly proven, careful case-to-case evaluation is necessary since some studies 

reported aglycosylated antibodies to be more sensitive to heat and prone to aggregation.[75]  

3. ADCs generated applying engineered mTG recognition motifs  

Besides truncation of the antibody’s native glycosylation pattern, incorporation of specific recognition 

tags is a common strategy to achieve efficient modification by mTG (Figure 4). One major benefit of this 

approach is the high flexibility in comparison to other conjugation enzymes. While the reactivity of 

conventional catalysts like Sortase A is limited to terminal sites, mTG also recognizes internal 

positions.[76] In 2013, Strop and co-workers took advantage of this capability and introduced a novel 

“glutamine tag” for transglutaminase-mediated conjugation that can be engineered at desired positions 

within the antibody.[76] This pioneering approach not only resulted in highly homogenous and 

reproducible ADCs but also allowed investigating the role of conjugation-site, linker and payload in 

frame of optimizing the drug’s TI. Their engineered recognition sequence LLQG was introduced at 

approximately 90 surface-exposed sites of an epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-targeting IgG1 

antibody and screened for efficient conjugation. Twelve of the investigated positions revealed suitable 

biophysical properties combined with a high degree of payload loading. Further, these results were 

confirmed using an anti-M1S1 antibody (C16), an anti-HER2 antibody and other IgG subtypes. mTG 

conjugation of different amine-bearing payloads, e.g. cadaverine-Alexa488 or AcLys-VC-MMAD 

(monomethyl auristatin D) lead to DARs between 1.2 and 2.0, depending on the utilized conjugation 

site. Two distinct conjugation sites (C16 HC: C-terminal lysine replaced by LLQGA tag and C16 LC: 

GGLLQGA after C-terminal cysteine) were further examined; DARs approaching quantitative conjugation 

(1.9 and 1.8, respectively) were gained. Both generated ADCs were found highly potent in vitro on 

different M1S1-positive cell lines as well as in vivo upon single-dose intravenous administration in mice 

implanted with M1S1-positive BxPC3 pancreatic cancer cells. Interestingly, results comparable to those 

of a cysteine conjugate (DAR 3.6) were obtained. Moreover, their rodent models revealed that the choice 

of conjugation site strongly influenced the pharmacokinetic properties of an ADC. While C16-LC-AcLys-

VC-MMAD remained stable in mice and rats, C16-HC-AcLys-VC-MMAD significantly suffered from 

premature drug loss in circulation of Sprague Dawley rats.[76]  
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In 2015, the same group investigated the impact of site-specific and homogenous payload attachment 

on the TI of ADCs with high DARs. [28] To that end, ADCs with a DAR of 2, 4, 6 or 8 were generated by 

site-specific conjugation of a non-cleavable MMAD on anti-M1S1 antibody C16 via mTG (N297Q, LLQG 

inserted at position 135 HC, LC C-terminus GGLLQGA; HC C-terminus LLQGA) and compared to 

cysteine-maleimide conjugates possessing comparable toxin loading (DAR4-8). In vitro experiments 

showed no significant difference in potency on BxPC3 (M1S1+++) and Colo205 (M1S1+) cells 

between site-specific and conventional maleimide-cysteine conjugates. However, divergence in tumor 

growth inhibition was obtained from in vivo Colo205 xenograft models with low target expression, as 

the conventional DAR 8 conjugate showed only minor inhibition, whereas site-selective conjugates with 

DAR 6 and 8 induced long-term tumor growth inhibition. Follow-up pharmacokinetic (PK) studies 

revealed increased exposure of the homogenous high DAR ADCs in mice (up to DAR 8) and rat (up to 

DAR 6). Additionally, comparable safety and tolerability was observed, widening the TI and opening 

avenues for addressing tumor targets with low target expression, slow internalization or intracellular 

processing by high DAR ADC.[28] 

Likewise, Farias and co-workers investigated the site-specificity of their mTG approach by HR-MS 

analysis.[77] C16 anti-M1S1 antibody with the LLQGA-tag at the C-terminus of either heavy or light chain 

(or both) were site-specifically linked to NH2-PEG6-MMAD. The generated ADCs were characterized by 

intact mass, high resolution peptide mapping and in-source fragmentation analysis, revealing site-

specific payload attachment. However, a small amount of off-target conjugation of approximately 1.3% 

was observed, corresponding to a small fraction of aglycosylated antibody present in the produced 

material. A generated C16 HC Q295N mutant lacking the off-target conjugation site, yielded highly 

homogenous conjugates that were more than 99.8% site-specific.[77] 

Further, Dorywalska and co-workers investigated the effect of the attachment site on the stability of 

ADCs equipped with a cleavable linker and MMAD in rodent serum.[78] To that end, a series of different 

ADCs was generated by coupling of cleavable aminocaproyl-VC-PABC-MMAD to an engineered LLQG 

recognition site or Q295 of anti-M1S1 antibody C16 using microbial transglutaminase. While nearly no 

loss of payload was observed in rat, cynomolgus monkey, and human, a different linker stability was 

observed in mice serum, depending on the respective conjugation site. Due to steric hindrance, varying 

extent of enzymatic cleavage of the natural cathepsin B site was found at each investigated position. In 

vitro cytotoxicity assays upon plasma treatment of the different ADCs and in vivo xenograft models in 

mice implanted with BxPC3 cells revealed the importance of linker stability for cytotoxic potency. 

Interestingly, this cleavage was found to be cathepsin B-independent. These results suggest that the 

conjugation site plays a key role for the stability and potency of cathepsin B cleavable auristatin based 

ADCs. Therefore, site-directed conjugation via mTG generating homogenous ADCs is an advantageous 
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procedure for the production of potent ADCs for preclinical trials.[78] Additionally, homogenous non-

cleavable ADCs bearing PEG6-propionyl(C2)-MMAD as a payload were investigated for stability in rodent 

plasma applying the same conjugation sites.[79] A position-dependent degradation of the C-terminus of 

MMAD was observed, which had a detrimental effect on ADC potency. Notably, an ADC bearing MMAF 

analog Aur3377 as a payload and the same linker did not show detectable degradation or a loss of 

potency.[79] In 2016, the same group identified murine serum protease carboxylesterase 1C (Ces1C) to 

be responsible for premature extracellular hydrolysis of the cleavable aminocaproyl-VC-PABC linker 

moiety of ADCs.[73] To overcome this limitation, 10 different chemical functionalities were considered at 

the C2 position of the C6-VC-PABC-Aur0101 linker-payload to protect it from enzymatic degradation. 

Upon mTG-assisted conjugation, plasma stability assays of the resulting ADCs revealed a significant 

impact of the utilized linker derivatives on extracellular drug loss. Depending on the addressed 

glutamine site, some substitutions even accelerated Ces1C-mediated degradation while others 

successfully protected the linker from undesired enzymatic cleavage. Successive xenograft models 

demonstrated improved antitumor efficacy as a result of elevated systemic ADCs stability, originating 

from the superior stability of a protected linker (Anami et al.[74] further investigated these effects, see 

above).[73] 

The therapeutic index of an antibody-drug conjugate is influenced by a plethora of physiological and 

pharmaceutical parameters including the location of the tumor, linker stability, the toxic warhead’s mode 

of action and the choice of the targeted antigen.[5, 18, 19, 80, 81] Antigens that are highly overexpressed on 

malignant cells but almost absent in healthy tissue are usually favored to avoid undesired side-effect 

during treatment of the patient. However, several promising tumor markers are present on both 

degenerated and healthy cells differing only in the extent of antigen expression. To address these 

molecules, engineering antibodies with mediocre affinities that accumulate only at elevated antigen 

levels, is a suitable approach to improve the TI of an ADC. A group from Rinat-Pfizer applied this 

approach in combination with their well-established transglutaminase labelling strategy to develop 

homogenous ADCs with balanced efficacy and toxicity, hence enriched TI.[82-84]  

In 2016 Strop and co-workers investigated a medium-affinity ADC against type I transmembrane cell-

surface glycoprotein Trop-2 (trophoblast cell-surface antigen 2; also known as M1S1, TACSTD2, EGP-1, 

GA733-1), which is highly expressed in most human carcinomas.[83] Despite the fact that its biological 

role is still a matter of discussion, Trop-2 overexpression is associated with cancer growth, 

aggressiveness, metastasis and poor prognosis in carcinomas.[83] Unfortunately, Trop-2 is also expressed 

on normal epithelial cells, thus an adjustment between efficacy and safety is needed. The C-terminal 

lysine on the heavy chain of a humanized anti-Trop-2 hIgG1 antibody was replaced with the LLQGA 

motif to allow for mTG-mediated modification. Subsequent conjugation with cleavable AcLys-VC-PABC–
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PF-06380101, a potent microtubule inhibitor (MTI), yielded a DAR 1.9 ADC (RN927C). The applied 

linker was assessed as stable in BxPC3 tumor-bearing animals and highly efficient in multiple pancreatic 

tumor xenograft models including cell line BxPC3 and PDX models Pan0123 (pancreatic ductal 

carcinoma from peritoneal biopsy), Pan0135 (pancreatic adenosquamous carcinoma), and Pan0146 

(metastatic pancreatic carcinoma from liver biopsy )(0.75-1.5 mg/kg), whereas a non-binding control 

antibody showed no effect (up to 3 mg/kg). In vivo ovarian, lung and triple-negative breast cancer PDX 

xenograft models further showed potent inhibition of tumor growth, which was superior to standard 

chemotherapeutic treatment with paclitaxel or gemcitabine. It should be noted that only partial tumor 

growth inhibition was achieved in lung PDX model with RN927C, but RN927C was superior to paclitaxel 

(20 mg/kg) in a comparing study. The combination of medium-affinity binding and site-specific stable 

isopeptide linkage of the payload lead to reduced off-target toxicity in preclinical exploratory safety 

studies in non-human primates, as only fully recoverable on-target epithelial toxicity was detected with 

minimal, non-dose limiting off-target toxicity.[83] 

The above-mentioned strategy was further applied for the preparation of a safety-enhanced ADC 

targeting EGFR.[84] A low-affinity parental antibody was chosen to reduce off-target toxicity and to 

enhance tumor penetration, which was further humanized and equipped with a transglutaminase 

recognition motif at the C-terminus of the light chain constant domain by addition of the sequence 

GGLLQGPP. Upon transglutaminase-catalyzed conjugation of AcLys-VC-PABC–PF-06380101, the 

generated ADC RN765C comprised a DAR of 1.93-2.0 and revealed potent cell-killing properties in vitro 

on EGFR-overexpressing HCC827 cells, and even on cells insensitive for the clinically approved anti-

EGFR antibody cetuximab. Additionally, RN765C was found to be less effective in killing normal human 

keratinocytes that express low levels of the targeted receptor. In vivo xenograft models based on BxPC3 

cells and PDX models of colorectal and lung cancer using 1.5-3 mg/kg of RN965C resulted in persistent 

tumor growth inhibition regardless of their KRAS mutation. Notably, potent tumor growth inhibition 

was found in non-small cell lung cancer PDX LG1049 carrying the EGFR exon 19 deletion and T790M 

mutation, known to drive resistance for tyrosine kinase inhibitors.[84] 

In 2019 Costa and co-workers designed efficacy- and tolerability-enhanced ADCs targeting the CXC motif 

chemokine receptor 4 (CXCR4).[82] CXCR4 has multiple functions in hematopoietic progenitor cells, e.g. 

maintenance of quiescence, protection of oxidative stress in adult tissues, and retention of granulocytes 

and neutrophils in bone marrow. Though first approaches applying small molecules have advanced into 

clinical trials, these compounds often comprise unfavorable PK profiles and require combinatorial 

treatment to achieve therapeutical benefit.[82] Thus, the first anti-CXCR4 ADC effective in xenograft 

models of haemopoietic cancers resistant to standard of care and anti-CXCR4 antibodies was developed. 

Different types of linker-payloads, DARs, affinities and Fc formats were investigated to carefully evaluate 
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the TI of the resulting drugs. Twenty-two ADCs were generated upon site-specific mTG-mediated 

conjugation to engineered antibodies with different mTG-recognition motifs. Auristatins were chosen as 

cytotoxic payloads, as these cell division-blocking tubulin polymerization inhibitors mediated significant 

loss of viability in tumor cells (Ramos and OPM2) and leaved peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(PBMCs, CXCR4-positive) untouched. The lead ADC 713 comprised a low-affinity antibody with reduced 

Fc-effector functions armed with 4 non-cleavable auristatin payloads conjugated to an LLQG tag at 

position 135 in the CH1 and to the accessible Q295 of N297A-mutated CH2. It was found active in 

hematological and solid tumors presenting a favorable TI and therefore demonstrating the possibility to 

generate an ADC with improved TI through empiric studies for targets with broad normal-tissue 

expression.[82] 

The incorporation of genetically encoded mTG recognition motifs was further employed for the 

generation of non-cleavable ADCs with improved lysosomal trafficking.[85] ADCs bearing non-cleavable 

toxic payloads are hypothesized to possess enhanced stability in circulation and release their payloads 

upon ADC degradation in the lysosome. To investigate whether the intracellular trafficking pathway can 

modulate potency of an ADC, two different constructs were generated targeting two different tumor 

markers with comparable internalization rates: Amyloid Precursor Like Protein 2 (APLP2), which is 

known to efficiently deliver its interacting partners to lysosomes, and Trop-2, whose expression is often 

associated with poor prognosis of diseases, but is less effective in lysosomal trafficking compared to 

APLP2. Trop-2- and APLP2-targeting antibodies were conjugated with NH2-PEG6-MMAD via 

transglutaminase to generate ADCs with DAR 2 (C-terminal GGLLQGPP transglutaminase tag of the light 

chain) or 4 (N297Q mutation for conjugation to Q295 and Q297 in the heavy chain). In vitro potency 

was determined on SKOV3 and Colo205 cells that expressed different ratios of APLP2 to Trop-2 of 1:2 

and 1:13, respectively. The lysosomally targeted APLP2-binding ADC induced cell killing more effectively 

than the one directed against Trop-2; Colo205 xenograft models further demonstrated superior in vivo 

efficacy.[85] HER2 is a prominent tumor target that is overexpressed on different types of ovarian and 

breast cancers but suffers from rapid recycling back to the cell surface upon endocytosis.[85] In a following 

approach, HER2/APLP2-targeting bispecific ADCs where investigated to merge the advantages of 

elevated HER2 expression and the lysosome-directing properties of APLP2. In these constructs, one Fab 

arm of the antibody mediates binding to the HER2 receptor, while the other arm binds APLP2. Potent 

growth inhibition of low HER2-expressing MCF7 cells was achieved while a bivalent anti-HER2 ADC 

lacking APLP2 binding showed no effect. On cell lines expressing medium (JIMT-1) and high (N87) 

levels of HER2, similar IC50 values were determined, but the HER2/APLP2-addressing molecule 

exhibited improved maximal cell killing compared to its monospecific counterpart. Unfortunately, this 

effect was not observed in vivo as JIMT-1 orthotopic breast cancer models revealed a lower anti-tumor 

efficacy of the bispecific ADC than the monospecific reference at two different investigated doses. The 
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authors claim that multiple factors influence the potency of non-cleavable ADC, among them receptor 

copy number, DAR, internalization and lysosomal trafficking. Therefore, further studies in the field are 

needed, but nevertheless this bispecific approach redirecting intracellular trafficking is promising for 

targeted tumor therapy.[85] 

In 2018, the group of Graziani introduced DNA-intercalating natural product bis-intercalator 

depsipeptides (NPBIDs) as a novel class of ADC payloads leading to highly efficient anti-HER2 ADCs.[86] 

NPBIDs are head-to-tail dimeric C2-symmetrical polypeptides primarily isolated from Streptomyces, 

which bear a bicyclic heteroaromatic chromophore on each monomer. Their intercalation into the minor 

groove of DNA occurs via hydrogen bonding between the polypeptide core of the NPBID and the 

nucleobases of the DNA. These (in principle reversible) binding properties may result in a bystander 

effect upon cell lysis that could be beneficial for the treatment of solid tumors. A set of nine different 

NPBIDs was analyzed for their in vitro potency in a number of human cancer cell lines (N87, MDA-

MB361, HT29; IC50 <0.1-20 nM). Furthermore, generation of seven different ADCs either by standard 

maleimide coupling or mTG-catalyzed conjugation applying different PEGylated and non-PEGylated 

linkers resulted in the lead ADC PF-06888667, consisting of the bis-intercalator, SW-163D conjugated 

with N-acetyl-lysine-valine-citrulline-p-aminobenzylalcohol-N,N-dimethylethylenediamine linker to an 

engineered variant of trastuzumab (LC C-Terminus tag GGLLQGA and mutation N297A for conjugation 

on Q295). PF-06888667 exhibited complete regression in a N87 tumor xenograft model in mice at 

1 mg/kg and a cytostatic effect at 0.3 mg/kg. Interestingly, a previous study applying the same mouse 

model reported complete tumor regression only at a dose of 10 mg/kg of commercially available ADC 

T-DM1. Optimization of the employed linker and the attachment site as well as the conjugation method 

were revealed to be key factors for the success of their work. Thus, an SW-163 based ADC obtained by 

maleimide coupling to engineered cysteines C183/290, bearing a PEG spacer showed significantly lower 

efficacy compared to the mTG generated ADC comprising an N-acetyl-lysine linker.[86] 

According to calculations, 75-80% of the human proteome are considered to be undruggable by small 

molecules or biotherapeutics due to a lack of suitable hydrophobic pockets or their absence from the cell 

surface.[87] Nucleic acid therapeutics (NAT) bear great potential to address these challenging targets that 

are involved in multiple kinds of cancers and genetic disorders. By binding of antisense oligonucleotides 

or siRNAs to the mRNA off the “undruggable” protein, its translation by the ribosome is inhibited and its 

total concentration is downregulated. Unfortunately, unfavorable pharmacokinetics, short half-life and 

target-indiscrimination strongly limits the application of NAT in therapy. Through coupling of NATs to 

monoclonal antibodies, Huggins et al. intended to overcome these limitations. To that end, a 

chemoenzymatic approach was developed that employed mTG for the attachment of a SPAAC-reactive 

acyl-acceptor peptide K-PEG6-SG-K-N3 to an engineered LLQGA motif at the C-terminus of an anti-CD33 
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mAb. Subsequently, a 5’ DBCO-modified siRNA was synthesized and coupled to the mAb-linker 

conjugate to form an antibody-siRNA conjugate with a DAR of approximately 2 and unaltered binding 

properties. The authors report on a straight-forward approach that allows for the assembly of antibody-

nucleic acid conjugates by applying mTG catalysis and SPAAC without undesired off-target conjugation. 

Modification of their approach towards construction of higher or lower DAR conjugates are discussed as 

well as a potential application in drug-delivery of therapeutic oligonucleotides. However, cell killing 

experiments and in vivo data to further demonstrate the impact of their approach are missing.[88] 

Transglutaminases are present in a vast number of different microorganisms, but besides the most 

prominent one from Streptomyces mobaraensis only a few of them were applied for biotechnological 

purposes even though homologs bearing novel properties would be of great value. A promising example 

is the newly described KalbTG from Gram-positive actinobacterium Kutzneria albida. In 2017, 

researchers from Roche identified the enzyme that comprises 32% sequence identity and a conserved 

active site residues by sequence alignments using the S. mobaraensis enzyme as a query.[89] The 

hypothetical gene coded for the smallest transglutaminase known to date (26.4 kDa) and a strategy for 

the recombinant expression in E. coli cells was established that employed ammonia, the inhibitory 

byproduct of the catalyzed transamidation, to suppress the enzyme’s cytotoxic intracellular crosslinking 

activity. KalbTG exhibited no cross-reactivity with known mTG substrates and ultra-high throughput 

screening of 1.4 million different 5-mer peptides using the NimbleGen peptide array technology revealed 

YRYRQ and RYESK as favored glutamine and lysine sequences. Interestingly, KalbTG was found 

orthogonal to mTG, making dual labeling of a 7-kDa substrate bearing a YRYRQ KalbTG site and an 

DYALQ mTG recognition sequence possible. Antibody conjugates were generated via mTG or KalbTG 

catalysis applying recognition motifs YRYRQ and LLQGA that are C-terminally fused to the heavy chain 

of a mouse, monoclonal anti-TSH (thyroid stimulating hormone) antibody. Site-specific conjugation by 

both transglutaminases was found with no labelling of mTG recognition sequence LLQGA by KalbTG. In 

the scope of that work, no antibody-drug conjugates were presented, but the demonstrated results 

provided a powerful tool for the dual-labelling of antibody employing orthogonal transglutaminases.[89]  

Among others, the coupling efficiency of the used ligation strategy is a key factor for the generation of 

ADCs since inefficient conjugation results in heterogeneous product formation. In our group, we are 

interested in developing novel recognition motifs for microbial transglutaminase that facilitate highly 

efficient labelling of therapeutic antibodies. In 2015, we unveiled a rationally designed sequence 

GECTYFQAYGCTE (GEC) that was derived from a natural mTG substrate dispase-autolysis inducing 

protein (DAIP).[90] The motif comprised the amino acids that surround reactive Q298 of DAIP, which is 

located within a type II β-turn connecting two beta strands, and lacks similarity with known linear 

recognition motifs. To precisely mimic the native structure of the loop region, an intramolecular disulfide 
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bridge was introduced that locked both termini at 4 Å distance. On a peptide level, the conformationally 

constrained molecule outperformed a linear control in terms of mTG-catalyzed labelling. Fused to the 

heavy chain of EGFR-targeting antibody cetuximab, both sequences mediated site-specific biotinylation 

of the immunoglobulin as revealed by Western blot and MALDI TOF-MS analysis. Microscopic studies 

and flow cytometry using EGFR positive EBC-1 cells demonstrated that target binding of biotinylated 

constructs was not impaired upon bioconjugation by mTG. [90]  

In recent research, we further employed the demonstrated approach based on deriving efficient 

bioconjugation tags from native mTG substrates and revealed the sequence DIPIGQGMTG (SPI7G) from 

Streptomyces papain inhibitor (SPIP).[91] SPIP is a 12 kDa protein that is secreted by S. mobaraensis and 

previous studies showed that substitution of Lys7 massively influenced transamidation of the only mTG-

reactive glutamine Gln6 by mTG.[92] A small set of peptides that mimicked the N-terminus of SPIP and 

different regions of DAIP was synthesized and investigated towards their reactivity under mTG catalysis. 

Interestingly, SPI7G in which the native Lys7 was replaced by glycine, outperformed previously 

identified sequence GEC. A similar trend was observed in a biotinylation experiment that addressed a C-

terminally fused tag at the heavy chain of trastuzumab. To further demonstrate the practical applicability 

of the approach, HER2-targeting ADCs were assembled from SPI7G- and LLQG-decorated trastuzumab 

in a chemoenzymatic two-step procedure. NH2-PEG2-BCN was coupled to the heavy chains of the 

immunoglobulins under mTG catalysis and further modified using SPAAC to arm the respective antibody 

with N3-PEG3-VC-PAB-MMAE for targeted cancer therapy. Within a strictly contracted reaction time of 

1 h, the ADC assembled from the novel tag SPI7G revealed a 4-fold increased DAR of 1.81 compared to 

its counterpart synthesized from conventional sequence LLQG (DAR: 0.48). Consequently, the former 

ADC exhibited 12.6-fold more potent killing on HER2-overexpressing SK-BR-3 cells. These studies 

demonstrated that mimicking the native pattern of intrinsic mTG substrates is a powerful strategy to 

isolate potent recognition tags for the site-specific labelling of antibodies.[91]  

Besides the development of novel bioconjugation tags, mTG was also used for the generation of 

hydrophilic high-DAR ADCs to overcome the challenge of maintaining hydrophilicity of a conjugate 

equipped with numerous hydrophobic toxins.[93] To compensate the hydrophobicity of most commonly 

applied cytotoxins, which may negatively affects formulation, manufacturing and the biophysical 

properties of an ADC, 10 kDa dextran, a clinically and FDA-approved biocompatible polysaccharide 

consisting of repeating α-(1-6)-linked oligo-D-glucose units, was applied as a modular multimerization 

scaffold.[5, 93-95] Dextran equipped with a single amine moiety at the reducing end and numerous azides 

at the glucose repeating units, was conjugated to the HER2-targeting antibody trastuzumab bearing the 

C-terminal mTG-recognition motif LLQG. Subsequent SPAAC of hydrophobic DBCO-PEG3-VC-PABC-

MMAE yielded novel hybrid molecules, dextramabs, comprising DARs of 2-11. Compared to the 
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unmodified parent antibody, the hybrid ADCs revealed similar binding to its target and potent target-

dependent killing (IC50= 0.1 nM)on SK-BR-3 (HER2++) cells in vitro. HER2-negative CHO-K1 cells 

were not affected by all dextramabs indicating a HER2-dependent cellular uptake. Hydrophobic 

interaction chromatography demonstrated that dextramabs were at least as hydrophilic as the 

unmodified parental antibody trastuzumab, indicating that the hydrophilicity of the conjugated toxins 

was compensated by the introduced hydrophilic polysaccharide scaffold. This approach may open 

avenues towards the application of milder toxins in higher density; follow-up animal studies will reveal 

if the enriched hydrophilicity could assure longer half-life and less immunogenicity in vivo.[93] 

The versatility of the mTG-mediated site-specific conjugation in combination with the multivalent 

dextran scaffold was further used in another approach, where dextran bearing different amounts of 

addressable azides on the repeating glucose units and a single amine at the reducing end was conjugated 

with death receptor 5 targeting peptide (DR5TP) by copper(I)-catalyzed azide alkyne cycloaddition 

(CuAAC). [96]Death receptor 5 (DR5) which is overexpressed on various cancer cells has recently become 

a promising target in tumor therapy. Clustering of DR5 leads to the formation of the death-inducing 

signal cascade (DISC) triggering apoptosis of the targeted cell. A flexible multivalent compound was 

assembled that effectively triggered apoptosis upon receptor clustering on DR5-positive COLO205 and 

Jurkat cells in vitro. mTG-catalyzed conjugation of the azide-modified polysaccharide to an aglycosylated 

human Fc fragment (N297A) bearing Q295 as a conjugation site resulted in a protein-sugar hybrid 

compound bearing multiple addressable azide moieties, which were further equipped with DR5TP in 

different copies. Conjugation of the scaffold to the Fc fragment did not impair potency. Furthermore, no 

toxicity was found for all constructs on DR5-negative HEK293 cells, revealing a DR5-dependent toxicity. 

Interestingly, in these constructs targeting is not mediated by the antibody part, but rather by the 

multivalent dextran-DR5TP scaffold. This may allow for the prospective attachment of a second targeting 

moiety, e.g. a full-size antibody, for bispecific targeting of overexpressed tumor markers, among them 

HER2/ErbB2, Trop-2 or EGFR, which may result in synergistic effects.[96]  

4. ADCs addressing natural or engineered lysines 

All previously envisioned approaches exclusively employed the addressed antibody as the acyl-donor 

substrate for the catalyzed transamidation. This arrangement takes advantage of the enzyme’s 

remarkable acyl-acceptor promiscuity that allows it to handle numerous aminated toxins. However, 

some studies reported the reverse procedure that targets lysine side chains of the respective antibody for 

payload attachment by mTG catalysis (Figure 4). mTG that was non-covalently immobilized onto glass 

microbeads was able to modify K288/290 and K340 of aglycosylated cAC10 antibody with azide-

decorated heptapeptide FGLQRPY in > 70% yield, as shown by Spycher and coworkers.[97] Subsequent 
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bioorthogonal SPAAC using DBCO-PEG4-5/6-carboxyfluorescein (5/6-FAM) resulted in quantitative 

fluorescent labelling of the immunoglobulin. After establishing lysine conjugation by immobilized mTG, 

a dual-labeling strategy was developed. In the first step, NH2-PEG3-trans-cyclooctene (TCO) was coupled 

to Q295 of the aglycosylated antibody (>95% yield) followed by the attachment of FGLQRPYGK-(N3) 

to the side chain of K340 (38% yield). Again, SPAAC was applied to functionalize the antibody with 

tetrazine(Tz)-PEG4-DOTAGA and DBCO-PEG4-5/6-FAM in a straightforward one-pot reaction; the 

success was confirmed by SDS-PAGE and LC-MS.[97] 

In a different approach, researchers from Morphotek Inc./Eisai Inc. investigated varying antibodies 

including human-mouse chimeric, humanized, and fully human variants comprising either κ or λ light 

chains towards their reactivity in mTG-catalyzed reactions.[98] Since none of the approximately 80 

present lysine sites reacted with biotin-modified standard substrate carboxybenzyl group-Gln-Gly (ZQG), 

they engineered a K-tag GGSTKHKIPGGS at the C-terminus of a heavy or a light chain, respectively. 

While the light chain was dually labeled with ZQG as expected, ESI-MS analysis revealed triple 

modification of the heavy chain. The authors concluded that cleavage of Lys447 by carboxypeptidase B 

during recombinant expression in HEK293 cells is prevented by additional C-terminal amino acids 

facilitating mTG-mediated transamidation. Engineering of dipeptides or single amino acids at the C-

terminus (position448) confirmed their hypothesis as efficient conjugation to Lys447 was demonstrated 

for all non-acidic and non-proline amino acids. Of note, positively charged amino acids arginine and 

lysine failed to prevent cleavage of Lys447 since they are substrate of carboxypeptidase B themselves. 

Moreover, the authors screened IgG1 antibodies for solitaire residues that allowed for transamidation 

upon substitution against lysine and provided a detailed protocol therefore.[99] This approach applying 

minimal transglutaminase recognition tags would reduce the risk of perturbing the immunoglobulin’s 

native structure and causing an undesired response of the patient immune system.[98, 100] To that end, 

multiple different sites within the light chain, heavy chain and hinge region were identified and their 

reactivity in mTG catalysis was investigated employing different acyl-donor substrates (ZQG-biotin, 

ZQG-N3, ZQG-PEG2-BCN, ZQG-PEG2-auristatin F). Interestingly, the choice of the acyl-donor, as well as 

the conjugation site strongly influenced the degree of transamidation. Further, the identified sites were 

combined and reacted with previously employed acyl-donor substrates. However, a defined and 

homogenous DAR of 4, 6 or 8 was not achieved as combination of otherwise efficiently modified sites 

resulted in suboptimal overall conjugation.[98]  

5. Conclusions and Outlook 

The concept of targeted therapeutics bears the potential to improve the TI of tumor treatment compared 

to classical chemotherapy. Hence, ADCs that combine the targeting properties of an antibody with the 
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cytotoxic potential of a payload are widely studied in a still growing number of clinical trials and 

publications. Besides drugs, linkers and target selection the homogeneity of ADCs has become a 

promising field for ADC refinement. Site-specific conjugation is a widely distributed strategy to post-

translationally customize the properties of target proteins towards different applications in 

pharmaceutical and biotechnological research e.g. arming tumor-specific antibodies with cytotoxic small 

molecules to yield antibody-drug conjugates. Numerous studies demonstrated the considerable impact 

of mTG from Streptomyces mobaraensis for the site-specific construction of homogeneous ADCs. In 

comparison to traditional conjugation methodologies, mTG-assisted catalysis bears certain advantages. 

The reactivity of other frequently employed conjugation enzymes is often limited to terminal sites (e.g. 

Sortase A)[54] or requires incorporation of >10 amino acids-long motifs that might interfere with mAb 

stability (e.g. lipoic acid ligase).[70] Comparably short mTG-recognitions tags though, provide high 

flexibility since they can be inserted into various regions of a mAb to efficiently mediate its labelling.[76] 

Additionally, the remarkable stability of the formed isopeptide bond prevents premature drug loss in 

circulation and therefore minimizes systemic toxicity, an issue that is often observed when payloads are 

installed at cysteine residues via maleimide-chemistry.[101, 102] Unfortunately, native human 

immunoglobulins do not serve as a substrate for mTG-mediated ligation. Thus, additional genetic 

engineering or glycosidase treatment are still necessary to achieve efficient modification and are 

accompanied by distinct advantages and disadvantages. Enzymatic deglycosylation to expose Gln295 

can be applied to virtually any antibody in a straight-forward manner. However, glycan truncation 

increases the antibody’s hydrophobicity and its tendency to pH- and temperature-induced 

aggregation.[75] Incorporation of peptidyl-linker sequences into varying sites of the antibody allows for 

the careful fine-tuning of ADC pharmacokinetics but presupposes genetic modification and might 

interfere with the stability and overall polarity of the mAb. Engineering of a solitaire lysine residue (acyl-

acceptor) minimizes the risk of impairing the intrinsic stability and polarity of the mAb. However, 

laborious organic synthesis of the corresponding reaction partner is required because the commercial 

selection of pharmaceutically relevant acyl-donor substrates is limited. To overcome these limitations, 

efforts are currently ongoing to engineer mTG towards altered properties and fruitful results were 

obtained in terms of thermostability,[103] catalytic activity[104, 105] and substrate specificity.[106] Moreover, 

functionally homologous enzymes from alternative hosts beyond Streptomyces mobaraensis are being 

investigated as tools for site-specific antibody modification.[89, 107] Notwithstanding, cytotoxin-armed 

antibodies that were generated via mTG conjugation showed very promising results in preclinical studies 

as illustrated in this review. 
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Table 2: Conjugation sites applied for mTG-generated ADCs. 

Author Year Conjugation motif(s) 

Native 

Glycosylation 

removal 

Targeted 

antigen 
Ref. 
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HC C-terminal LLQGA, HC 

C-terminal GGGSYRQGGS 
– TSH [89] 

Dennler et al. 2014 Q295, Q297 PNGase F, N297Q HER2/NEU [66] 

Lhospice et al. 2015 Q295, Q297 N297Q CD30 [67] 

Spidel et al. 2017 K447, engineered lysines – n.D. [98] 

Josten et al. 2000 Native lysines – 2,4-D [63] 

Mindt et al. 2008 native Lysines(failed), Q295 N297Q L1CAM [64] 

Jeger et al. 2010 Q295, Q297 PNGase F, N297Q L1CAM [65] 

Grünberg et al. 2013 Q295, Q297 N297Q, N297A L1CAM [68] 

Spycher et al. 2017 
Q295, Q297, K288/290, 

K340 
N297A, N297Q CD30 [97] 

Anami et al. 2017 Q295 N297A HER2/NEU [72] 

Anami et al. 2018 Q295 N297A HER2/NEU [74] 

Schneider et al. 2019 Q295 N297A DR5 [96] 

Schneider et al. 2019 HC C-terminal LLQG – HER2/NEU [93] 
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GEN-, GEC-tag C-Terminus 
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– EGFR/HER1 [52] 
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HC C-terminal (SPI7G) 

DIPIGQGMTG 
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Strop et al. 2013 
12 sites (terminal or 

internal) 
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EGFR/HER1, 
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TROP-2 
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Strop et al. 2015 

LLQG inserted 135 HC, 

Q295, Q297, LC C-terminal 
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HC C-terminal LLQGA 

– Trop-2/M1S1 [28] 

Strop et al. 2016 HC C-terminal LLQGA – Trop-2/M1S1 [83] 

Wong et al. 2018 LC C-terminal GGLLQGPP N297Q, N297A EGFR/HER1 [84] 

Costa et al. 2019 

LLQG inserted 135 HC, HC 

C-terminal LLQGA, LC C-

terminal GGLLQGPP, Q295, 

Q297 

N297A, N297Q CXCR4 [82] 

DeVay et al. 2017 
LC C-terminal GGLLQGPP, 

Q295, Q297 
N297Q Trop-2/M1S1 [85] 

Dorywalska et al. 2015 9 sites (terminal or internal) N297A, N297Q Trop-2/M1S1 [78] 

Dorywalska et al. 2015 9 sites (terminal or internal) N297A, N297Q Trop-2/M1S1 [79] 

Dorywalska et al. 2016 9 sites (terminal or internal) N297A, N297Q Trop-2/M1S1 [73] 

Farias et al. 2013 
LC C-terminal GGLLQGA, 

HC C-terminal LLQGA 

natural observed 

aglycosylated, 

N297A 

Trop-2/M1S1 [77] 

Ratnayake et al. 2018 
LC C-terminal GGLLQGA, 

Q295 
– HER2/NEU [86] 

Puthenveetil et al. 2016 Q295 PNGase F HER2/NEU [69] 

Beck et al. 2019 Q295 PNGase F 
DEC205/ CD205/ 

LY75 
[71] 

Thornlow et al. 2019 Q295 PNGase F HER2/NEU [70] 

 

Abbreviations: 2,4-D, 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic; TSH, thyrotropin receptor; HER2/Neu, human epidermal growth factor 

receptor 2; CD3; DR5, death receptor 5, CXCR4, chemokine receptor type 4; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; Trop-2 

also known as TACSTD2, Tumor-associated calcium signal transducer 2; CD205, cluster of differentiation 205; LY75, Lymphocyte 

antigen 75. 
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Table 3: Cytotoxic payloads and linkers published for ADCs generated via mTG. 

Mode of Action Applied Toxins References 

DNA intercalator 

NPBIDs: [86] 

SW163D 

Luzopeptin A 

Sandramycin 

Tubulin Inhibitor 

MMAD [28, 73, 76-79, 85] 

MMAE [66, 67, 91, 93] 

MMAF [72, 74] 

Aur0131 [82] 

Aur0101 [73, 78, 79, 82]  

Aur337 [79] 

Auristatin F [98] 

PF-06380101 [83, 84] 

   

Acyl donor side Chemistry References 

PEGylated 
 

[28, 63, 66-70, 72, 74, 76, 77, 79, 82, 85, 91] 

Non-PEGylated 
 

[63, 65-67, 71, 73, 76, 78, 82-84, 86, 93, 96] 

   

Applied Linker Chemistry References 

stable 
 

[28, 76, 77, 79, 82, 85] 

cleavable 
Cathepsin B 

(X)VC-PABC 

[66, 67, 72-74, 76, 78, 82-84, 86, 91, 93, 96] 

   

 
MMP-2 

PVGLIG 

[70] 

   

Chemoenzymatic Mechanism Reaction handles References 

SPAAC N3; BCN; DBCO [66, 67, 69-72, 74, 91, 93, 96] 

Michael-Addition thiol; Maleimide [66] 

 

Abbreviations: BCN, Bicyclononyne; DBCO, dibenzocyclooctyne; MMAD/E/F, monomethyl auristatin D/E/F; MMP-2, matrix 

metallo-proteinase II; NPBIDs, Natural Product Bis-Intercalator Depsipeptides; PABC, p-amino-benzyloxy-carbonyl; PEG, 

polyethylenglycol; VC, valine-citrulline; XVC, different R-groups on C2 position of valine-citrulline linker. 
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7.5. Efficient Site-Specific Antibody-Drug Conjugation by Engineering of a Nature-Derived 

Recognition Tag for Microbial Transglutaminase 

Title: 

Efficient Site-Specific Antibody-Drug Conjugation by Engineering of a Nature-Derived Recognition Tag 

for Microbial Transglutaminase 

 

Authors: 

Aileen Ebenig,* Norbert Egon Juettner,* Lukas Deweid,* Olga Avrutina, Hans-Lothar Fuchsbauer and 

Harald Kolmar 
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Bibliographic data: 
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7.6. Glutamine Scanning Towards Transglutaminase-Mediated Modification of an Antibody 

Fragment Crystallisable 

Title: 

Glutamine Scanning Towards Transglutaminase-Mediated Modification of an Antibody Fragment 

Crystallisable 

 

Authors: 

Lukas Deweid, Adem H.-Parisien, Sebastian Bitsch, Kiana Lafontaine, Irina Sagamanova, André B. 

Charette, Harald Kolmar and Joelle Pelletier 

 

Bibliographic data: 

Unpublished data. The following data was generated in the scope of an international corporation 

between the groups of Prof. Kolmar (TU Darmstadt) and Prof. Pelletier (Université de Montréal) as a 

part of this doctoral study. The presented study has not been published yet but represent an important 

contribution to the field of transglutaminase-mediated bioconjugation of antibodies. Further data that 

significantly improves the resulting publication will be obtained during a follow-up internship of 

A. Parisien and J. Pelletier in Darmstadt in Q1, 2020. 
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 Glutamine Scanning Towards Transglutaminase-Mediated Modification of 

an Antibody Fragment Crystallisable 

Lukas Deweid[a], Adem H.-Parisien[b], Sebastian Bitsch[a], Kiana Lafontaine[b,d], Irina Sagamanova[c,d], 

André B. Charette[c,d], Harald Kolmar[a]* and Joelle N. Pelletier[c,d,e]* 

Abstract: Beating cancer is a major challenge for modern 

medicine and antibody-drug conjugates (ADCs) were lately 

approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to reach a 

step closer to this ambitious goal. Microbial transglutaminase 

(mTG) from Streptomyces mobaraensis catalyses the formation 

of amide bonds between glutamine residues and primary amines 

and has been proven to be a useful tool for the assembly of 

antibody-drug conjugates. However, in the absence of native 

reactivity of antibodies with mTG, elaborate manipulation of the 

antibody is required to transform it into a suitable substrate for the 

enzyme. We hypothesized that these modifications could be 

minimized by identifying sites that allow for mTG-mediated 

modification upon single amino acid substitution. To this effect, we 

individually substituted 30 surface exposed residues of a human 

IgG1 fragment crystallisable (Fc) with glutamine and investigated 

their reactivity in mTG-promoted bioconjugation using a 

fluorescent assay. Incorporation of unique reactive sites reduces 

the risk of causing immunogenicity or interfering with the 

therapeutics’ intrinsic stability compared to bulky recognition 

sequences. The results presented in this study will contribute to 

the straightforward construction of homogenous ADCs with the 

use of microbial transglutaminase.  

Introduction 

Cancer is a fickle disease that was recognized as far back as 

ancient Egypt and still harms modern society today.[1] In 2018, 

approximately 18.1 million new patients were diagnosed with 

cancer while 9.6 million cancer-related deaths were registered 

worldwide.[2] Recent studies estimate that ~600,000 US 

citizens will pass away as a result of cancer in 2019,[3] vividly 

illustrating the societal cost of this disease. Though long-term 

survival rates are constantly improving, progress in biomedical 

research is necessary to provide access to more effective and 

patient-friendly therapeutic options. In particular, targeted 

therapies can increase treatment efficacy and reduce toxicity 

to healthy tissues and organs, improving outcome. Antibody-

drug conjugates address this need by combining the 

remarkable target specificity of monoclonal antibodies and the 

high cytotoxicity of organic compounds, and have been 

recently launched on the world market.[4] In the context of 

these promising therapeutic agents, the immunoglobulin is 

used as a vehicle that site-specifically delivers the potent toxin 

to the tumour environment. This results in a widened 

therapeutic window of the drug, such that undesired site-

effects of conventional chemotherapy may be reduced.[5]  

This breakthrough concept has stimulated research worldwide 

to develop methodologies to covalently link toxic payloads to 

antibodies.[6] Initial approaches relied on the remarkable 

reactivity of chemical compounds towards intrinsic lysine or 

cysteine residues of the targeted antibody.[7] However, 

controlling the drug-to-antibody ratio (DAR) and the 

corresponding conjugation sites is challenging, since multiple 

amino acids of similar reactivity are present within typical 

human IgG1 molecules.[8] For instance, the therapeutic 

antibody trastuzumab, that is applied for the treatment of 

Her2-positive breast cancer, contains 88 lysine residues and 

4 N-terminal primary amines among which 70 were 

demonstrated to be reactive towards an NHS-activated 

SMCC-linker (succinimidyl-4- (N-

maleimidomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylate).[9] To overcome 

this limitation, multiple chemical and biological strategies for 

the site-specific modification of antibodies have been 

developed[10] and demonstration has been made of the 

improved pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties 

of these precisely assembled drugs compared to their 

heterogeneously conjugated counterparts.[8, 11]  

Among enzymatic methods for antibody modification, 

microbial transglutaminase has recently been demonstrated 

to be a versatile tool for the site-specific modification of 

immunoglobulins.[12] In nature, mTG catalyses the 

posttranslational transamidation of glutamine and lysine 

residues to form isopeptide bonds, resulting in protein 

crosslinks (see Figure 1A)[13]. Whereas the glutamine-bearing 

moiety is obligatory, it has been recognized that the lysine 

side-chain can be replaced by a variety of non-proteinaceous 

primary amines.[14] Multiple biotechnological applications take 

advantage of this substrate promiscuity, ranging from 

PEGylation of small proteinaceous drugs to increase their 

half-life in vivo[15] and conjugation of nucleic acids to proteins 

to combine their beneficial properties,[16] to surface 

immobilization of biocatalysts to improve their cost-efficiency 

via their reuse.[17] 

Although human IgG1 molecules natively possess a number 

of surface-exposed glutamines, none serves as a substrate of 
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the mTG.[12] Jeger and coworkers recognized that genetic 

substitution of the glycosylation site, Asn297, or enzymatic 

truncation of the Fc glycan moiety exposes the neighbouring 

Gln295 as an efficient site for transamidation by mTG.[18] They 

further demonstrated in rodent models that this strategy is 

suitable for the construction of potent ADCs[19] and this key 

technology paved the way for follow-up applications.[20] 

Nonetheless, the contribution of the glycan moiety to antibody 

stability is still a topic of investigation: aglycosylated 

antibodies are more prone to aggregation and suffer from 

increased thermal sensitivity compared to their native 

counterparts.[21] 

As an alternative to removing the glycan chain from the 

antibody, genetic incorporation of recognition tags is a 

powerful strategy to engineer antibodies into suitable 

substrates for mTG. The efficiency of this approach has been 

demonstrated in multiple applications.[22] Though specific, 

glutamine-bearing peptidic recognition motifs can promote 

rapid labelling by mTG, incorporation of heterologous peptide 

sequences into full-length antibodies can lead to undesired 

consequences. Substitution of the native amino acid pattern 

with recognition motifs at internal sites of an immunoglobulin 

may lead to decreased stability. Moreover, the risk of causing 

undesired immunogenicity upon intravenous administration 

increases with the length of the tag.[23]  

In this work, we overcome these limitations by incorporating 

individual glutamine residues into surface-exposed regions of 

a human Fc to identify positions that are efficiently modified by 

mTG. To that end, a strategy for the recombinant expression 

of a human Fc in E. coli cells was established. Upon 

purification of the respective Fc variants, reactivity of the 

enzyme towards the substituted residues was investigated in 

a fluorescent assay using different acyl-acceptor 

substrates.[24] 

Results and Discussion 

EGFR-targeting Cetuximab is a representative therapeutic 

antibody in that it possesses 64 intrinsic glutamine residues. 

Despite many being surface-exposed, none are modified by 

mTG.[22c] This obstacle to the mTG-mediated modification of 

human antibodies can only be bypassed by deglycosylation of 

the immunoglobulin CH2 domain or by incorporation of 

specific mTG recognition motifs. Both methodologies bear 

certain disadvantages in terms of either stability or 

immunogenicity of the resulting antibody-drug conjugate. We 

speculated that this risk would be minimized by introducing 

individual glutamine residues that can be addressed by the 

enzyme. It is not known why certain surface-exposed 

glutamines serve as substrates for mTG and others do not: no 

clear motif or signature has emerged from studies using 

diverse protein and peptide substrates.[24-25] Since rational 

creation of a mTG-reactive glutamine is not feasible, we 

individually mutated and screened 29 surface-exposed 

residues of a human Fc to identify sites that allow for efficient 

labelling upon substitution against glutamine (Figure 1; 

Appendix, Table 1). Of note, residues M252, E283, A287, 

K288, K290, K340, P343, G385, G420, H433 and P445 were 

previously identified as suitable lysine-acceptor sites for mTG 

in previous applications and were therefore included for 

substitution to glutamine in our approach.[23a, 26] 

 

In a first step, a recombinant expression system that allows 

for the cost-effective and straightforward production of a 

human Fc in E. coli was developed. The gene of interest was 

cloned into vector pET22b(+) for periplasmic expression by in-

frame fusion with an N-terminal pelB signal sequence 

(XbaI/XhoI-mediated ligation), or without the pelB signal 

sequence for cytoplasmic expression (NcoI/XhoI). 

Periplasmic expression in E. coli BL21(DE3) resulted in poor 

yields of monomeric and incorrectly assembled Fc as revealed 

 
Figure 1: (A) Schematic representation of the reaction catalysed by mTG. 
(B) Crystal structure of human IgG1 Fc portion according to PDB:3DO3. 
Proposed sites for mutagenesis are highlighted in cyan. Glycosylation of the 
CH2 domain at Asn297 is indicated as sticks. 

 
Figure 2: (A) Non-reducing SDS-PAGE of a human Fc portion purified by IMAC from E. coli SHuffle T7 cells or purified by ProteinA affinity chromatography from 
Expi293 human cells. (B) Thermal shift assay using SYPRO™ Orange to reveal Tm of 62.3 ± 0.2 and 64.8 ± 0.5°C for the human Fc purified from E. coli or from 
eukaryotic cells, respectively. (C) Structure of the aminated fluorophores used for labelling of glutamine-substituted Fc variants. 
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by non-reducing SDS-PAGE (data not shown). However, co-

expression of sulfhydryl oxidase Erv1p and E. coli isomerase 

DsbC in the cytoplasm of E. coli SHuffle® T7 Express yielded 

soluble, dimeric Fc in good yield (see Figure 2A, Appendix 

Table 1 and Experimental section).[27] We investigated the 

correct assembly of the fragment in thermal shift assays and 

compared its melting point to a reference purified from 

eukaryotic HEK Expi293® cells. Melting points of 64.8 ± 0.5°C 

(Expi293) and 62.3 ± 0.2°C (E. coli) were measured 

(Figure 2B). We further performed LC-MS analysis (see 

Experimental section) and observed a molecular weight of 

54228.0 Da (data not shown) for the dimeric WT Fc, which is 

+4.6 Da larger as the calculated mass for the molecule with all 

six (four intramolecular and two interchain) disulfides closed 

(M=54223.4 Da). Consequently, ~2 disulfide bridges of the 

E. coli-purified Fc are not accurately formed. These results are 

most likely responsible for the minor difference of 2.5°C in 

melting temperature between the fragments purified from 

prokaryotic and eukaryotic sources. Of note, the investigated 

Fc still comprises Cys220 of the hinge region, which is usually 

responsible for light chain pairing within the full-length 

antibody. Expression of C220S mutant resulted in poor yields 

(data not shown). In our approach, these residues are 

supposed to be unpaired, however undesired disulfide 

formation at Cys220 is possible. These results indicate that 

the Fc purified from a bacterial source adopts its natural fold 

and serves as a suitable model antibody for our labelling 

studies.  

 

Gln295 of IgG molecules is known to be efficiently modified by 

mTG when the CH2 sugar moiety is absent.[18] Since 

prokaryotic hosts lack posttranslational glycosylation, 

bacterially-expressed Fc would be labelled by mTG at Gln295. 

This can serve as a positive control for reactivity, but would 

interfere with the search for new reactive glutamine sites upon 

expression in prokaryotic systems. Thus, Gln295 was 

substituted with Asn by site-directed mutagenesis PCR to 

eliminate background signal during fluorescent screening (see 

Experimental section). The resulting Gln295Asn Fc mutant 

served as a negative control and was compared to the 

wildtype Fc counterpart in a fluorescent assay performed 

according to Rachel et al.[24] To this end, we incubated the Fc 

variants with mTG in the presence of either fluorophore 1 or 

dansylcadaverine 2 (see Figure 2C), which are known acyl-

acceptor substrates. The extent of reactivity was visualised by 

non-reducing SDS-PAGE (see Figure 3A and Experimental 

section).[28] A distinct fluorescent signal was observed when 

the wildtype Fc served as a glutamine-donor substrate. Low 

levels of background signal were observed for the Gln295Asn 

Fc mutant as well as in the corresponding controls lacking 

mTG (Figure 3B). These results are consistent with previous 

reports[12, 18, 22c, 22d] and therefore represent an additional hint 

towards correct dimeric assembly of the utilized Fc. 

We applied the established assay to 30 out of 32 designated 

glutamine-substituted Fc mutants (cloning of 2 variants failed) 

to identify positions that allow for efficient modification. The 

reactivity was compared to the non-glycosylated wildtype Fc 

that served as a positive control. Among the investigated 

variants, we identified 2 glutamine substitution, namely I253Q 

and Y296Q that served as substrate for labelling of the 

immunoglobulin domain, at levels comparable to or greater 

than the wildtype Fc reference (Figure 4A). I253Q is located 

at the CH2/CH3 interface in a moderately flexible region of the 

protein and its side-chain is orientated to the exterior of the 

molecule (Figure 4B). Interestingly, the glutamine side-chains 

of M252, S254 and R255 that are neighbouring reactive 

I253Q, point toward the interior of the protein and are poorly 

or not reactive upon substitution against glutamine. We 

hypothesise that steric hindrance prevents reactivity. 

Substitution Y296Q is located within the C/E loop of the CH2 

domain and an immediate neighbour of Q295. We assume 

that the increased flexibility of the loop, caused by the 

absence of the glycan moiety, enabled the labelling of Y296Q, 

similarly to native Q295 of deglycosylated antibodies. 

 
Figure 3: (A) General scheme of the fluorescent assay according to Rachel et al.[23] Human Fc variants were incubated in the presence of mTG and fluorescent 
acyl-acceptor probes 1 or 2. Excess fluorophore was removed by microdialysis and the extent of reaction was visualised by non-reducing SDS-PAGE. (B) 
Protein samples (2µg) were resolved on gel and analysed for fluorescence using a Cy2 filter and an exposure time of 15s, prior to Coomassie staining (1). 
Samples incubated with 2 were visualised using a SYBR™ Green filter and an exposure time of 12.5s. Mutant Q295N displayed only background activity while 
the wildtype Fc was strongly labelled by mTG. No reactivity was observed for references lacking either mTG, a fluorescent amine or the target Fc. 
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Moreover, 11 site (M252Q, R255Q, V282Q, N286Q, K288Q, 

T289Q, K290Q, A339Q, K340Q, N361Q and P445Q) were 

identified that mediated lower labelling intensity than the 

wildtype. These positions might suffer from suboptimal 

properties for transamidation and are probably not suitable for 

efficient construction of immune-conjugates. 

 

We have demonstrated that single residue substitution within 

an antibody Fc enables its effective modification by mTG. To 

that end, an efficient purification protocol and a straightforward 

fluorescence assay were established and we successfully 

identified two sites (I253Q and Y296Q) that allowed for mTG-

mediated labelling. 

 

The data presented in this study has to be confirmed in further 

experiments before being considered scientifically valid. The 

Fc variants used in our approach were purified from 

prokaryotic host E. coli SHhuffle Express T7 to facilitate cost-

effective and rapid screening but the flawless assembly of the 

dimeric protein is still debatable. A melting point comparable 

to a reference purified from HEK Expi293 cells and LC-MS 

analysis indicated near-native assembly but binding of the 

fragment to its receptors has not been demonstrated yet. 

ELISA assays to prove the binding of the Fc to its native 

receptors would further substantiate these preliminary results. 

Posttranslational modification of eukaryotic hosts is a crucial 

quality attribute of therapeutic proteins to avoid undesired 

reactivity of the patients’ immune system. For instance, 

aglycosylation of a human IgG antibody increases the 

flexibility of its CH2 C/E loop (Q295–T299), which results in 

efficient labelling of Gln295 by mTG.[18] Consequently, 

promising mutations that were identified in this study have to 

be confirmed with a fully glycosylated antibody originating 

from a eukaryotic host to ensure that glycosylation does not 

interfere with the reactivity observed in absence of 

glycosylation. Particular attention should be given to sites that 

are closely located to the C/E loop and the hinge region. They 

require careful evaluation since they might be sterically 

inaccessible in the context of a full-length antibody. Therefore, 

the hexa-histidine tag should be removed and purification 

should be performed by Protein A affinity chromatography 

instead. Antibodies in general are highly stable molecules but 

substitution of certain stabilising residues might alter their 

overall folding. Peptide mass fingerprinting should be used to 

verify that conjugation occurred at the mutated site rather than 

residues exposed by mutagenesis-induced misfolding. 

Though further investigations are required, these results lay 

the cornerstone for mTG-mediated construction of antibody-

drug conjugates upon single residue substitution. 

Experimental Section 

Material: All chemicals and materials used in this report were of 

analytical grade and purchased from BioShop Canada Inc. 

Dansylcadaverine (2) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and 

fluorophore 1 (Benzo[a]imidazo[2,1,5-c,d] indolizin-7- 

ylmethanaminium chloride was synthesised in-house.[28a] Phusion® 

polymerase was purchased from Thermo Fischer Scientific and all 

restriction enzymes were from New England Biolabs. Pierce™ 96-well 

Microdialysis Plate, 3.5K MWCO were purchased from Thermo 

Fischer Scientific. 

 

Production of microbial transglutaminase: mTG from 

Streptomyces mobaraensis was produced as previously described.[24] 

Briefly, E. coli BL21(DE3)-pET20-mTG cells, grown in 50 mL LB+Amp 

(final concentration: 100 µg/mL) overnight at 37°C and 230 rpm were 

used to inoculate 500 mL of sterile LB+Amp medium to an OD600 of 

0.1. Cells were grown at 37°C and 230 rpm to an OD600 of 0.7 – 1 and 

gene expression was induced by the addition of IPTG in a final 

concentration of 500 µM. Cells were incubated at 24°C and 230 rpm 

for 3h and afterwards pelleted by centrifugation for 30 min at 4°C and 

3000 rpm (rotor: Sorvall SLA-3000). The supernatant was discarded 

and the resulting cell pellet was resuspended in 30 mL IMAC-A buffer 

(600 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 1 mM CaCl2 and 20 

mM imidazole). Cells were lysed in a Constant Systems Cell Disruptor 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cell debris was pelleted 

by centrifugation for 30 min at 14000 rpm (rotor: Sorvall SS34) and 

4°C. The resulting supernatant was sterile filtered and supplemented 

with 111 µg/mL trypsin (final concentration) to cleave the inhibitory 

propeptide of mTG. After incubation for 30 min at 30°C, IMAC was 

performed to separate the mature enzyme from the cell lysate. Purified 

fractions were pooled and dialysed against PBS pH 7.2 overnight at 

4°C. Absorption at 280 nm was measured and the protein 

concentration was calculated using a molar extinction coefficient of 

 
Figure 4: (A): Exemplary results of the conducted conjugation assay shown 
for mutants Q252M (moderately reactive), I253Q (highly reactive) and 
S254Q (nonreactive). Fluorophore 1 served as an acyl-acceptor and non-
reducing SDS-PAGE was performed to resolve excess 1. The extent of 
reaction was visualized using a Cy2 filter and an exposure time of 15 s, prior 
to Coomassie staining. Wildtype Fc was used a positive control and Q295N 
as a negative control, respectively. References that lack mTG (-mTG) were 
performed to determine background fluorescence. (B) Mutation I253Q has 
high reactivity compared to the wildtype positive control. I253Q (shown in 
red) is located in a moderately flexible region of the Fc at the interface of 
the CH2 and CH3 domain. Its sidechain is orientated towards the exterior 
of the Fc while less or non-reactive residues M252Q, S254Q and R255Q 
(shown in cyan) point toward the interior. PDB:3DO3. 
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71850 L×mol-1×cm-1 and a molecular weight of 39095.74 g/mol. For 

long term storage at -70°C, 10% glycerol was added.  

 

Production of human Fc in E. coli cells: E. coli Shuffle T7 Express 

cells were co-transformed with pET22b(+)-hFc and SOX-plasmid[27] 

and were grown in 50 mL LB+Ampicillin/Chloramphenicol (final 

concentration: Amp: 100 µg/mL and Cm: 50 mg/mL, respectively) 

overnight at 37°C and 230 rpm. The preculture was used to inoculate 

500 mL of sterile LB+Amp/Cm medium to an OD600 of 0.1 and cells 

were grown at 37°C and 230rpm to an OD600 of 0.7 – 1. Gene 

expression of DsbC isomerase and Erv1p sulfhydryl oxidase was 

induced by the addition of 0.1% (w/v) sterile arabinose (final 

concentration) and the cells were incubated for 1h at 18°C and 230 

rpm. Afterwards, expression of the human Fc was induced by the 

addition of IPTG in a final concentration of 500 µM and cells were 

incubated at 18°C and 230 rpm overnight. Cell were centrifuged for 30 

min at 4°C and 3000 rpm (rotor Sorvall SLA-3000) and the resulting 

supernatant was discarded. The corresponding cell pellet was 

resuspended in 30 mL IMAC-A buffer (600 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8, 1 mM CaCl2 and 20 mM imidazole) and lysed in a Constant 

Systems Cell Disruptor according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Cell debris was pelleted by microcentrifugation for 30 min at 14000 

rpm (rotor: Sorvall SS-34) and 4°C. The resulting supernatant was 

sterile filtered and applied to a 1 mL HisTrap Crude column (GE 

Healthcare) to purify the Fc from the cell lysate. Protein-containing 

fractions were pooled and an equal volume of buffer was added prior 

to dialysis against PBS pH 7.2 overnight at 4°C. Proteins were 

concentrated to a final concentration of 5 mg/mL using Merck Millipore 

Amico® 10kDa MWCO filter units. Non-reducing SDS-PAGE was 

performed to verify the presence of a 54 kDa protein band that 

corresponds to the correctly assembled Fc. Absorption at 280 nm was 

measured and the protein concentration was calculated using a molar 

extinction coefficient of 71695 L×mol-1×cm-1 and a molecular weight of 

54217.39 g/mol. For long term storage at -70°C, 10% glycerol was 

added. Yields typically ranged between 20-40 mg/mL. However, 

drastically lower yields were observed for certain mutant Fc variants. 

 

Site-directed mutagenesis: Single amino acids substitutions were 

introduced into the Fc on a genetic level by site-directed mutagenesis 

PCR. To this end, oligonucleotides were designed in a non-

overlapping, back-to-back manner.[28] A 50 µL PCR reaction consisted 

of 35 µL of ddH2O, 10 µL of 5 × HF-Buffer, 1 µL of dNTPs (10 mM 

stock), 1 µL per oligonucleotide (10 µM stock), 1 µL of template (50-

100 ng/µL stock) and 1 µL of Phusion® polymerase. PCR reactions 

were conducted with 5 min pre-incubation at 95°C and 30 cycles with 

30 s at 95°C (denaturing), 30 s at 58°C (annealing) and 5min at 68°C 

(elongation), followed by a final elongation step for 5 min at 68°C. PCR 

products (8µL) were analysed by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis and 

the presence of a band with a size of ~6000 bp confirms the successful 

amplification of the template. 

Afterwards, 2 µL of DpnI were added per reaction and incubated for at 

least 1h at 37°C to digest the methylated template DNA while the non-

methylated PCR product remains. DpnI was inactivated by incubation 

at 80°C for 20 min and sodium acetate/ethanol precipitation was used 

to remove all salts from the reaction. To this effect, 1/10 volume of 3 

M sodium acetate and 3 volumes of pure ethanol were added and 

incubated at -20°C for 30 min. Precipitated nucleic acids were pelleted 

by microcentrifugation for 30 min at 14000 rpm and 4°C. The 

supernatant was discarded and the pellet was washed with 200 µL ice-

cold 70% ethanol by microcentrifugation at 14000 rpm and 4°C for 30 

min. The pellet was resuspended in 20 µL ddH2O and 5 µL were 

transformed into competent E. cloni cells by electroporation and grown 

overnight at 37°C on LB+Amp agar plates. 

Single colonies were picked to inoculate 5 mL of LB+Amp medium and 

propagated overnight at 37°C and 230 rpm. Plasmids were isolated 

using the NEB Monarch® Miniprep Kit according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Correct incorporation of the desired mutation was 

confirmed by DNA sequencing. 

 

mTG-mediated bioconjugation: To investigate the reactivity of mTG 

towards the mutant Fc variants, conjugation assays were performed. 

25 µM of the respective target protein (Fc variants) were incubated for 

16h at 37°C in the presence of 2.5 mM of fluorophore 1 or 2 and 2.5 

µM mTG in PBS pH 7.2. Excess unreacted fluorophore was removed 

using a Pierce™ 96-well Microdialysis Plate, 3.5K MWCO for 2h in 

PBS pH 7.2 according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

Resolution on 15% non-reducing SDS-PAGE was performed. Prior to 

Coomassie staining, a Cy2 filter and an exposure time of 5-12.5s were 

used to visualise fluorophore 1. For 2, a SYBR® Green filter and an 

exposure time of 5-12.5s were applied. 

 
Intact protein LC-MS analysis: LC-MS separation of intact proteins 

was carried out on a 6224A TOF instrument coupled to an HPLC 1260 

Infinity both from Agilent Technologies. The chromatographic column 

was an Aeris widepore XB-C8, 3.6 µm, 4.6 × 100 mm from 

Phenomenex. Eluents consisted of 0.1% formic acid in water 

(eluent A) and Acetonitrile (eluent B). Elution was performed at 

0.4 mL/min with a gradient going from 10% B to 70% B over 9 min and 

a total run time of 15 min. The electrospray ionisation source was 

operated in positive ion mode and mass spectra were acquired from 

m/z 100 to 3200. Agilent’s Mass Hunter software was used for 

instrument control, data acquisition and data analysis (Bioconfirm 

module). 
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Appendix 

Table 4: Overview of the 32 sites that were investigated for mTG-mediated conjugation of the Fc and the respective oligonucleotides used for mutagenesis/cloning. 

Proteins were produced in 500mL scale and corresponding yields were calculated from the final volume after concentration using Amicon® filter units. 

Position Forward Sequence 5' - 3' Reverse Sequence 5' - 3' 
Yield 

[mg/L] 

WT hFc XbaI Up 
GCGCGCTCTAGAAATAATTTTGTTTAACTTTAAGAAG

GAGATATACATATGGAGCCCAAGAGCTGCGACAA 
hFc XhoI Lo 

GCGCGCCTCGAGGCCGGGGCTCAG

GCTCAGGG 
37.4 

Q295N hFc Q295N Up CCCGGGAGGAAAATTACGCCAGCAC hFc Q295N Lo GGTCAGCACGGACACCACCCGGTAG 47.2 

Lys246 hFc K246Q Up TGTTCCCCCCACAGCCCAAGGACAC hFc K246Q Lo TTCGGGGGTCCGGCTGATCATCAGG 10.2 

Met252 hFc M252Q Up AGGACACCCTGCAGATCAGCCGGAC hFc M252Q Lo CACCACCACGCAGGTCACTTCGGGG 51.7 

Ile253 hFc I253Q Up ACACCCTGATGCAGAGCCGGACCCC hFc I253Q Lo GTCCACCACCACGCAGGTCACTTCG 88.2 

Ser254 hFc S254Q Up CCCTGATGATCCAGCGGACCCCCGA hFc S254Q Lo CACGTCCACCACCACGCAGGTCACT 23.0 

Arg255 hFc R255Q Up TGATGATCAGCCAGACCCCCGAAGT hFc R255Q Lo GGACACGTCCACCACCACGCAGGTC 4.8 

Val282 hFc V282Q Up ATGTGGACGGCCAGGAGGTGCACAA hFc V282Q Lo TTCCTCCCGGGGCTTGGTCTTGGCG 27.9 

Glu283 hFc E283Q Up TGGACGGCGTGCAGGTGCACAACGC hFc E283Q Lo ATTTTCCTCCCGGGGCTTGGTCTTG 14.0 

Val284 hFc V284Q Up ACGGCGTGGAGCAGCACAACGCCAA hFc V284Q Lo GTAATTTTCCTCCCGGGGCTTGGTC / 

His285 hFc H285Q Up GCGTGGAGGTGCAGAACGCCAAGAC hFc H285Q Lo GGCGTAATTTTCCTCCCGGGGCTTG 9.1 

Asn286 hFc N286Q Up TGGAGGTGCACCAGGCCAAGACCAA hFc N286Q Lo GCTGGCGTAATTTTCCTCCCGGGGC 7.7 

Ala287 hFc A287Q Up AGGTGCACAACCAGAAGACCAAGCC hFc A287Q Lo GGTGCTGGCGTAATTTTCCTCCCGG 6.3 

Lys288 hFc K288Q Up TGCACAACGCCCAGACCAAGCCCCG hFc K288Q Lo GTAGGTGCTGGCGTAATTTTCCTCC 59.3 

Thr289 hFc T289Q Up ACAACGCCAAGCAGAAGCCCCGGGA hFc T289Q Lo CCGGTAGGTGCTGGCGTAATTTTCC 6.0 

Lys290 hFc K290Q Up ACGCCAAGACCCAGCCCCGGGAGGA hFc K290Q Lo CACCCGGTAGGTGCTGGCGTAATTT 8.9 

Tyr296 hFc Y296Q Up GGGAGGAAAATCAGGCCAGCACCTA hFc Y296Q Lo CACGGTCAGCACGGACACCACCCGG 11.2 

Lys338 hFc K338Q Up AAACCATCAGCCAGGCCAAGGGCCA hFc K338Q Lo GGTGTACACCTGGGGTTCTCTGGGC / 

Ala339 hFc A339Q Up CCATCAGCAAGCAGAAGGGCCAGCC hFc A339Q Lo CAGGGTGTACACCTGGGGTTCTCTG 7.0 

Lys340 hFc K340Q Up TCAGCAAGGCCCAGGGCCAGCCCAG hFc K340Q Lo GGGCAGGGTGTACACCTGGGGTTCT 38.6 

Gly341 hFc G341Q Up GCAAGGCCAAGCAGCAGCCCAGAGA hFc G341Q Lo GGGGGGCAGGGTGTACACCTGGGGT 7.3 

Pro343 hFc P343Q Up CCAAGGGCCAGCAGAGAGAACCCCA hFc P343Q Lo TCTGCTGGGGGGCAGGGTGTACACC 6.7 

Thr359 hFc T359Q Up GAGATGAGCTGCAGAAGAACCAGGT hFc T359Q Lo GCCCTTCACCAGGCAGGTCAGGGAC 32.2 

Lys360 hFc K360Q Up ATGAGCTGACCCAGAACCAGGTGTC hFc K360Q Lo GAAGCCCTTCACCAGGCAGGTCAGG 47.6 

Asn361 hFc N361Q Up AGCTGACCAAGCAGCAGGTGTCCCT hFc N361Q Lo GTAGAAGCCCTTCACCAGGCAGGTC 27.0 

Asn384 hFc N384Q Up AGTGGGAGAGCCAGGGCCAGCCTGA hFc N384Q Lo AGGGGGGGTGGTCTTGTAGTTGTTC 16.4 

Gly385 hFc G385Q Up GGGAGAGCAACCAGCAGCCTGAGAA hFc G385Q Lo CACAGGGGGGGTGGTCTTGTAGTTG 20.4 

Ser400 hFc S400Q Up CTGTGCTGGACCAGGACGGCAGCTT hFc S400Q Lo CACGGTCAGTTTGGAGTACAGGAAG 12.6 

Asp401 hFc D401Q Up TGCTGGACAGCCAGGGCAGCTTCTT hFc D401Q Lo GTCCACGGTCAGTTTGGAGTACAGG 41.6 

Gly420 hFc G420Q Up GGTGGCAGCAGCAGAACGTGTTCAG hFc G420Q Lo CAGGGCCTCGTGCATCACGCTGCAG 15.6 

Asn421 hFc N421Q Up GGCAGCAGGGCCAGGTGTTCAGCTG hFc N421Q Lo GTGCAGGGCCTCGTGCATCACGCTG 17.1 

His433 hFc H433Q Up ACGAGGCCCTGCAGAACCACTACAC hFc H433Q Lo GGGGCTCAGGCTCAGGGACTTCTGG 23.5 

Asn434 hFc N434Q Up AGGCCCTGCACCAGCACTACACCCA hFc N434Q Lo GCCGGGGCTCAGGCTCAGGGACTTC 26.7 

Pro445 hFc P445Q Up TGAGCCTGAGCCAGGGCCTCGAGCA hFc P445Q Lo CGGATCTCAGTGGTGGTGGTGGTGG 14.0 
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